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1 ABBADIE, Jacques [James]. CHEMICAL CHANGE
IN THE EUCHARIST. In four letters Shewing the relations of
faith to sense, from the French of Jacques Abbadie, by John W.
Hamersley, A.M. London: Sampson Low, Son, and Marston,
Milton House, Ludgate Hill. Published for the Editor.
[Chiswick Press] [1868].                                                     £ 185

4to, pp. 164; title printed in red and black; original art vellum with yapp edges,
blocked in red lettering, red edges (somewhat worn and old stain on lower cover.

As one of the New York Hamersley’s, the translator John William
Hamersley was independently wealthy and could produce this curious
work.
Hamersley after a brief flirtation as a lawyer tended to do good works
and manage his New York real estate. He had travelled to Europe,
explored Egypt, was presented at the Court of St James, (his cousin
was later to become Duchess of Marlborough) before settling down
as a a pillar of New York society.
Whatever possessed him make a translation of Abbadie’s ‘highly
acclaimed apology of the Christian religion,’ [ODNB] Traité de la vérité
de la religion chrétienne of 1684 is unknown. The fashion for such Anti-
Catholic literature was pretty constant at this period and Hamersley,
being in London probably judged correctly that this sort of work
would stimulate his acceptance into society. He chose to mimic material turned out by Pickering and the Chiswick
Press, even going to far as to use the same woodblocks, format and binding.

2 ALKEN, Henry. ILLUSTRATIONS FOR LANDSCAPE SCENERY London: Published by S. &
J. Fuller, at the Temple of Fancy, 34 Rathbone-Place. Printed by L. Harrison, 373, Strand 1821. £ 1,500

FIRST EDITION. Oblong small folio [23 x 29 cm] pp. [2] title; 26 hand coloured engraved plates, numbered 1-24 and 2
unnumbered of cattle and horses at the end; uncut in original grey boards, upper cover with printed label; rebacked; preserved in a
modern red cloth slipcase; upper cover lettered in gilt; bookplate of Joel Spitz.

A less common form of Alken’s art.

‘Henry Aiken, alias “Ben Tally O”, was primarily a sporting painter who also provided numerous illustrations -
often comical - for books on bloodsports and on horses. His interest extended to the politics of gaming, and in
1831 he issued a pamphlet objecting to the “obnoxious clauses” of the new game laws, which indicted a farmer for
shooting a rabbit on his own land (The New Game Law, p. 14). Not surprisingly the majority of illustrations in this
book are of hunting, shooting, fishing or racing scenes, but these are interspersed with traditionally picturesque
rustic groups and with incidents showing officers in encampments, on military exercises or dallying with country
girls.
Like Child’s [A New Drawing Book of Figures] and The Pencil Drawing Book, [1860] there is no text; however Aiken’s gift
for the anecdotal ensured that most of the sketches form self-contained episodes. Indeed his earlier book, The
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Beauties and Defects in the Figure of the Horse, comparatively delineated (1816), had offered advice to prospective horse
buyers based on an interpretation of the different passions of the horse, illustrated by coloured plates and showing
parts of the body and tetes d’expression.’
Fitzwilliam Museum, From Gilpin to Ruskin, No. 52.

3 ALKEN. Henry. PANORAMA OF A FOX HUNT. Shewing a Large Scope of the Leicestershire,
Rutlandshire and Lincolnshire Counties; with all Sorts of Riders, Good, Bad, & Indifferent. R. Ackermann
Junr. 191 Regent Street, London. Jany. 1st 1828. £ 5,850

Hand coloured etched panorama [13.5 x 335 cm] with running legend below printed on six sheets and folding into the original
decorative gold paper and cloth backed folder; the upper cover with a label of a scene showing four huntsmen, three of them mounted,
together with their hounds, preparing for the hunt to commence above a shortened version of the title; title label on inside upper cover;
heraldic bookplate of Clarence S Bement; leather label of Joseph Widener and coloured label of Joseph Spitz, also an unobtrusive neat
rubber stamp on the verso; contained in a red morocco slipcase, spine lettered in gilt.

Considered Alken’s finest sporting panorama.
The story on the panorama advances from left to right in one continuous view, captions appearing in the bottom
margin: ‘All horse Hunters, who never see the Hounds but once in the day’; ‘Some very doubtful ones’; ‘A good one
- but behind from a fall, and Down again’; ‘Podge at a Gate - by some of all sorts, mostly bad’; ‘No Judgment at all’;
‘Excessive Polite’; ‘more Judgment than Pluck’; ‘With more Pluck than Judgment’; ‘Let’s take the Road’; ‘A perfect
Snaffle horse’; ‘Steady she goes’; ‘A Horse caught’; ‘Catch my horse’; ‘Slap at anything’; ‘a check’; ‘a Roller’; ‘Have a
care - 2 to 1 on a fall’; ‘a positive Railer’; ‘Down for a Dozen’; ‘Go along Bob - that pace will do the trick’; ‘See Ben
- how they do push him along’; ‘Hold hard - dont ye cross the Scent’; ‘Wo-e Wo-e’; ‘Tally ho.’ Title and imprint on
a sheet attached to extreme r. of the panorama. This copy of the panorama lacks its date apart from the ‘J’ of ‘Jany.’
However, another copy examined was dated Jany. 1st 1828. 
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Siltzer states that it was re-issued in 1837 at £1.11.6d on three sheets. Gee, in Sporting Panoramas, describes a state
dated as late as Jan. 1st 1840. The panorama was still being advertised by Ackermann in the New Spring Magazine, 18
Mar. 1846, price 31s.6d.

4 [ALPHABET GAME]. ALPHABET GROTESQUE. Paris: Chez tous les Marchands de
Nouveautés. [circa 1835]. £ 1,450

25 hand coloured lithograph figures each with a legend given the subject at the foot and mounted with wooden blocks each measuring
13.5cm. high; contained in original box [30.5 x 20 x 4cm.] the upper cover with a scene in an opulently furnished room with three
children standing around a circular table with one elder child teaching his younger brother and sister; some slight damage to the box with
one strip of decorated paper missing from upper cover; one figure ‘[Grec] lacking it’s base. 

This is an unusual combination of alphabet and figures designed as a teaching aid. The alphabet consists of 25
letters before the introduction of the letter ‘W’ to the French alphabet during the mid nineteenth century. The
figures, each displaying a large capital letter, is a mix of national costumes, the theatre and the eponymous hero
from Hérold’s opera Zampa to supply the last letter in the alphabet. 
The opera Zampa was very popular during the 1830’s and helps establish a date for the game to this period. Several
publications including toys and games are listed in the Bibliographie de la France from the 1820s by ‘Chez tous les
Marchands de Nouveautés’ although we have not been able find this particular example.
The figures include the following subjects:- Arlequin - Bedouin - Chinois - Danseuse - Espagnol - Fée - [Grec] -
Hollandaise - Indous - Jeanette - Kalmouck - Lithuanien - Marin - Normande - Dame d’Opporto - Pierrot -
Qapolivéri - Roi - Suissesse - Turc - Cosaque d’ Ukraine - Vivandière - Yaoganais - Femme de Xerés - Zampa

5 [ANON].WILL WHIMSICAL’S MISCELLANY. [Volume I, all published]. Chichester: Printed by
J. Seagrave, [1799]. £ 850

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, 248; apart from some very light foxing and marking in places, a clean copy throughout; uncut in
contemporary blue boards, expertly rebacked, boards abit dust-soiled, but not detracting from this being an appealing copy.

Scarce first edition of Will Whimsical’s Miscellany, an anonymous literary ‘hodge-
podge’ (as quoted in “The New Annual Register”) containing a number of
entertaining pieces.
Dedicated to ‘Admiral Lord Nelson’ pieces include ‘Jupiter’s Lottery’, ‘A
Drinking song’, ‘The Downfall of Dido’ and ‘Lines written upon being first
urged to put some work to press’. However, most appealing are the ‘Desultory
Thoughts and Hints’ providing pithy comment on, amongst other things, Cock-
fighting, Novel-reading (‘debauches the mind, as much as rich drams do the
palate: after “Parfait-Amour” everything else tastes insipid’ (p. 54), Lawyers,
Whig Club Pensioner’s and Bookseller’s:
‘Some of the high-priced London “Booksellers” and their authors, complain of
the “Trade” at Edinburgh and Dublin, for publishing such cheap Editions: but,
if they themselves demand five shillings for eighteen penny worth of Letter-
press, is it to be wondered at that the Scotch and Irish, who are content with
more moderate profits, should have more custom?’ (p. 227).
We have been unable to identify the author of the work who notes in his
preface ‘I purpose to take up at hap-hazard what scribble I have by me, and
intermixing it occasionally with new, to publish volume after volume, until I
have exhausted my literary stores, or the reader’s patience’ (p. v). The fact that
only one volume ever appeared would seem to indicate the latter!
ESTC records three copies in the UK, at the Bodleian, BL and Brighton Central
Library, and two in North America, at UCLA and Harvard.
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6 ARIOSTO, Lodovico. LE SATIRE di M. Lodovico Ariosto. Tratte dall’originale di mano
dell’autore con due satire non piu vedute; & con molto diligenza ristampate. Venice, Gabriele Giolito de
Ferrari, 1550. £ 1,100

FIRST CORRECT EDITION - THE FERRARA MANUSCRIPT. 12mo, ff. 35, [1, blank], woodcut printer’s
device to title and a variant device at end, woodcut initials; small repaired tear to title, very light brown-spotting at the beginning;
nineteenth-century dark red crushed morocco, decorated in blind and gilt, inner dentelles gilt, Duke of Sutherland’s arms on covers, his
signature on front free endpaper, later circular engraved portrait-medaillon mounted opposite title, blanks at the beginning and end of the
volume.

‘Altogether some ten editions of Ariosto’s Satires were prepared, all following
the first of 1534, until Gioliti published his edition of 1550, the extreme rarity
of this edition caused it to remained unnoticed by the bibliographers and
publishers of Ariosto’s works’ (translated from Bongi, p. 282). 
A seminal text of the late Renaissance, redefining the genre of satire which
first appeared the year following the author’s death in 1533 in an unauthorised
edition without place or printer’s name. 
Ariosto’s satires are a mix of autobiographical references with criticism of the
machinations at court and the conduct of the clergy and employ a variety of
languages, from courtly Italian to vernacular conversational tones. Ariosto
wrote his satires at various times between 1517 and 1524 during which time
manuscript copies circulated. Later in the sixteenth century the book was
placed on the Papal Index, resulting in the production of expurgated versions. 
‘In 1550, Gabriel Gioliti issued at Venice an authorised edition, edited by
Anton Francesco Doni, under the alluring title: “Le Satire di M. Lodovico
Ariosto. Tratte dall’originale di mano dell’autore con due satire non piu vedute;
& con molto diligenza ristampate.” The text followed in this edition is that of
the manuscript at Ferrara (including the second series of corrections and
alterations), which had probably been supplied to the publisher by Virginio
Ariosti [Ariosto’s son] or some other of the poet’s heirs; but there is absolutely
nothing to justify or to explain the promise on the title-page of two entirely
new Satires. For this promise, Doni himself, a most unreliable person, was
presumably responsible; he had, perhaps, expected to get from Ariosto’s heirs
the unfinished additional Satires mentioned by Virginio’ (Gardner, The King of
Court Poets. A Study of the Work, Life and Times of Lodovico Ariosto, p. 312). At the

time the Ferrara manuscript was believed to be in the author’s hand; later research proved that this is not the case,
but that its scribe must have worked under the supervision of Ariosto.
The Sutherland library was dispersed through two sales in 1906 and 1913.
Bongi I, pp. 280-286; OCLC locates a single copy, in the British Library; ICCU locates two copies in Italy, KVK
does not add further locations.

The Dedication Copy

7 [ARISTOTLE]. SCHEGK, Jakob. ARISTOTELIS DE ANIMA LIBRI TRES ET È PROLIXIS
AC COPIOSIS QUIDEM ILLIS SIMPLICN (in Latin, Jacobus Schegkius or Scheggius; also sometimes
called Jakob Degen) Basil: per Joan Hervagium, M.D.XLIIII [1544]. £ 2,500

8vo, pp. [xvi], 133, [1] imprint; minor stain in gutter to early gatherings (not affecting the text) otherwise apart from occasional marks,
a clean copy throughout; with the stamp of Abbot Nikolaus Buchner of Zwiefalten (d. 1567) at the foot of title and the stamp of the
Königliche Handbibliothek of Stuttgart and an unidentified hand painted arms of a German count; original binding, each cover stamped
in gilt, the upper cover with the abbotts arms the back cover suitably stamped with ‘S. Nicolaus’ rebacked and somewhat rubbed lacking
the original ties.

The dedication copy of Aristotle’s De Anima, edited by the German Aristotelian philosopher and academic
physician Jakob Schegk (1511-1587).
Schegk probably thought that his edition of this major treatise by Aristotle on the nature of living things, together
with a discussion centring on the kinds of souls possessed by different kinds of living things, was a subtle subject to
present to the influential Catholic Abbot, Nikolaus Buchner of the monastery of Zwiefalten (d. 1567).
Jakob Schegk had become a Lutheran sometime in the 1530s as a prerequisite of his being a student and professor
at Tübingen. It is curious why he dedicated his text to Abbot Buchner other than to impress on him the logic of
Lutherin doctrine. Possibly the work was published to help raise funds to support Schegk’s Commentarius in
Aristotelis De anima libros tres published at Basel in 1546, however in this work neither the introduction nor the Greek
text were reissued. Throughout his life Schegk engaged in fairly lengthy controversies over his Aristotelian
methodology on contemporary issues as he had ‘come to be acknowledged as “the father and pioneer of Protestant
scholasticism” (Weber) for his instrumental use of Aristotelian principles on theological topics.’ (see The Oxford
Encyclopedia of the Reformation).
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A few years later he published his commentory in Aristotle’s De Anima his
Commentarius in Aristotelis De anima libros tres (Basel 1546).
‘Schegk was the son of a well-to-do burgher, Bernhard Degen; it is not known
why he changed his name to Schegk. As a boy he was taught Latin, Greek,
Hebrew, and rhetoric by Johann Thomas, a student of Johann Reuchlin’s
before entering the University of Tübingen in 1527 to study philosophy. A
year later he received the baccalaureate and, in 1530, a master’s degree. he also
studied theology and medicine, taking a doctorate in the latter in 1539, and
taught philosophy, logic, and medicine at Tübingen for forty-five years before
retiring in 1577. During five decades Schegk published more than thirty
works, including many very long ones, on philosophy, theology, and
medicine. He was generally Aristotelian in orientation and wrote numerous
commentaries and treatises on Aristotle’s works, in addition to becoming
involved in the polemics with Theodore Beza, Petrus Ramus, and Simone
Simoni. Besides many compendia of natural philosophy, he wrote De
demonstratione libri XV(1564), in which he attempted to reassert the validity of
Aristotle’s scientific methodology, and in De plastica seminis facultate libre tres
(1580) he argued in behalf of the Peripatetic doctrine of the formative powers
of the semen. One of the most prominent sixteenth century spokesmen for
German Scholasticism, Schegk approached natural philosophy through a
strong emphasis on a return to a study of the Greek text of Aristotle. Thus he
followed in large measure the humanistic tradition of renaissance
Aristotelianism.’ (DSB)
This copy probably remained at Zwiefalten until the dissolution of the monastery in 1802; the library was
transferred to Stuttgart to form part of the new Royal library for Frederick I King of Wuttemberg. Frederick’s heir
had little interest in the library and a section, including this volume, was transferred to Tübingen University and at
some early period deaccesioned as a duplicate. We have been unable to identify the delicately painted coat of arms
on the title.
OCLC records just two copies, both in Germany.

8 [ART DECO LIGHTING]. MEISSEN-GLAS Nachtrag-Katalog Mr. 60 [& 65]. [Dresden: circa
1930. £ 1,250

Two parts, oblong folio [26.5 x 33 cm] pp. [4], 20 coloured plates with descriptive text on verso, 21-31 illustrations in monochrome
with descriptive text, [1] with a folding insert; [2], 20 coloured plates with descriptive text on verso; uniformly bound in mottle blue or
yellow wrappers, over printed in red and gold and tied with gold chord.

Meissner Glasraffinerie G.M.B.H. of Dresden described themselves as ‘Spezialfabrik für Beleuchtungsglas’
(Specialists in lighting glass). In fact their factory was at Coswig on the river Elbe, a town on the road between
Meissen and Dresden.

Not much is recorded, or indeed survives, of their works from this inter-war period although like many glass and
porcelain makers on the outskirts of Dresden, Meissen-Glas specialised in one defined area of manufacturing
expertise.
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The product range included a great variety of lighting types, principally of Art Deco fittings in moulded, mottled,
hand-painted, marbleised, etched and engraved patterns some with Japanese influence and some clearly modelled
after Bauhaus designs. The range was principally central light fittings including up-lighters and other adapted to the
familiar three bulb circuit which was almost ubiquitous before the advent of dimmer switches. 
Certainly colourful, these patterns gave way to less obtrusive designs more in keeping with the virtues of post war
austerity for the poor or simplicity for the well to do.

9 [BEARDSLEY, Aubrey]. POPE, Alexander. THE RAPE OF
THE LOCK. An Herio-Comical Poem in Five Cantos, Written by
Alexander Pope, embroidered with nine drawings by Aubrey Beardsley.
London: Leonard Smithers, Arundel Street, MDCCCXCVI [1896].

                                                                                            £ 950
4to, pp. [16], 47, [1] imprint; 7 plates and 2 illustrations to text; some spotting; original
decorative blue cloth, bevelled edges.

A fine presentation copy with an ALS from Beardsley’s mother dated August
6th [1897] to Dr Phillips who was treating Aubrey during the latter part of
that year.
Marc-André Raffalovich, Beardsley’s friend and mentor provided the ailing
artist with his doctor who then practiced from John Street, Mayfair. He had
Beardsley moved to Paris where Dr Phillips attended on him and according to
surviving letters by Beardsley, his mother visited Dr Phillips in early August
probably to get an update on Beardsley progress. She then wrote to Phillips
with this note ‘Here is my dear boy’s book, I know how pleased he would be
that you should have it. We none of us forget your goodness to me…’
Beardsley succumbed the following year aged just 25, to the tuberculosis that
had affected him from the age of seven.

10 BESTELMEIER, Georg Hieronimus. PREISSE VON MEUBLES welche stets in dem
Bestelmeierschen Magazin vorräthig zu finden sind. [Nürnberg, Bestelmeier, c. 1807]. £ 8,500

Engraved title surrounded by illustrations of furniture (336 x 200 mm), 18 lithographic plates with 213 numbered illustrations (17
plates measuring 420 x 340 mm, one 352 x 210 mm), together with two leaves of text, one with an engraved illustration; one plate
with upper outer corner torn away, not affecting the printed surface and a little browned in outer margin; all bound together with
contemporary backstrip of blue glazed paper, extending to form rear cover with three mounted engraved labels of yellow paper.

This is a very rare customized trade catalogue offering a
selection of furniture, issued by the leading Bavarian
wholesaler of toys, games, home ornaments, ovens,
tapestries and furniture of mainly Nürnberg production.
The first printed leaf is a description of ovens available in
Bestelemeier’s showroom and store, which was a
converted church with an elegant neo-classical facade,
depicted and described on the other printed leaf. The
plates are early specimens of lithography, which was
invented by Senefelder only a few years earlier in Bavaria;
they depict ovens disguised as Grecian statues, fragmented
columns or neo-classical miniature architecture. Then
follows a series of elaborate chandeliers, wall hangings,
mirrors, beds with canopies, writing desks, occasional
tables, settees, chairs, a piano, book cases, and fashionable
clocks, repeatedly adorned with swan motifs.
On the rear cover are three engraved labels, the largest,
rectangular one, announcing ‘206 Drawings of Furniture’
etc. and referring to Bestelmeier’s catalogue of toys and
educational games of 1803, containing 1100 engraved
illustrations, which was reprinted in 1979. The plates in the
present catalogue are of much larger format than in the
1803 catalogue, and have nothing to do with the Magazin
von verschiedenen Kunst- und andern nützlichen Sachen. Two
circular labels give prices for the goods offered in the
present catalogue. 
See Berlin Katalog 1211 of a catalogue with only one leaf
of text with 17 plates and illustrations only; not in OCLC,
or COPAC. 
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First one to Saint Petersburg wins!

11 [BOARD GAME]. REISE VON PARIS NACH ST. PETERSBURG. Neueste Ausgabe. The
Journey from Paris to St. Petersborg. Newest edition. Il Viaggio da Pariggi a St. Pietroburgo. Edizione
nova. Voyage de Paris a St. Petersbourg, Nouvelle edition [title on lid]. AK [Neu-Ruppin or Altenburg? c.
1845]. £ 2,750

Lithographic and hand-coloured playing board (33 x 42 cm) with 61 numbered fields; apart from very light spotting well-preserved;
folding into the original cardboard box (18.3 x 23.5 x 3 cm) with hand-coloured pictorial lithographic label on lid, surrounded by a gilt
and embossed border; only a trifle rubbed; together with a cotton bag containing 25 circular bone counters, one die and the printed rules,
in German and French on two 4to double leaves.

A well produced board game capitalizing on the newly open railway leading the players from Paris to Saint
Petersburg.
The lid shows a scene at a railway station with a travelling family buying tickets and a train waiting in the
background; the corners with views of Paris and Saint Petersburg, a wood burning locomotive, coaches and a
steamship and passengers suitably attired. The aim of the game is to travel as fast and economically to the Russian
capital as quickly as possible, with the opportunity of making profit by speculating at the stock exchange or trading
grain at Danzig. Bills of exchange can be cashed, and players can end up in prison or be press-ganged into the
Russian navy! All of which gives this rare board game the atmosphere of restlessness and adventure.
As Neuruppin and Altenburg, both centres of the production of popular coloured imagery, are both included
among the stations on the route we believe that the game was likely produced in one of these towns.

12 [BOOKSELLERS ADVERTISING POSTER] THE
CHRISTMAS BOX, FOR 1829; An Annual Present to Young
Person; edited by T. Crofton Croker. Esq.…Orders Received Here.

Advertising poster [49 x 39cm] type set with 12 wood-engraved illustration
from the published work within a blue lithograph guilloche border; mounted on
linen and folded.

[bound with]: CROKER, T. Ctofton. THE CHRISTMAS BOX; An
Annual Present for Young Persons… London: John Ebers and Co.
old bond Street; and William Blackwood, Edinburgh. 1829. FIRST
EDITION. [London:] Vizetelly, Branston & Co. Engravers and
Printers, 135, Fleet Street. [1829].                                           £ 950

FIRST EDITION. pp. viii, 340, [2]; later maroon half morocco lettered in gilt,
gilt edges with poster at end.

A rare survival.
The poster would have been displayed in the shop window or at the door
of the bookseller, in this case for a limited period of the Christmas
season, soon redundant, the poster would have been quickly discarded.
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This is the second of two volumes that were published of this Annual. ‘The book has some claim to be the first
annual for children in England. The Christmas Box contained an eclectic mix of stories, verses, plays, and articles,
among them a brief history of the Napoleonic wars … Contributory authors such as Maria Edgeworth and Mary
Howtit, alongside the humorist and practical joker Theodore Hook, illustrate The Christmas Box’s unusual mix of the
comic and the moral, which prompted F. I. H. Darton to call it “head of its time” ‘. [The Oxford Companion to
Children’s Literature p. 127].
The work also happens to include the first printing of Garry Owen, or the Snow Woman by Maria Edgeworth.

The first English publisher of children’s books
“The most remarkable tiny books of the century …” (Bondy)

13 [BOREMAN, Thomas]. [THE GIGANTICK HISTORIES]. WESTMINSTER ABBEY.
London, Thomas Boreman [vol. III: R. Ware and Thomas Boreman], 1742-1743. £ 5,000

3 vols., 32mo, (60 x 46 mm), pp. xxxiii, 34-123, [5] adverts, frontispiece and 15 full-page woodcuts; xxiii, 24-123, [5] adverts,
frontispiece and 4 full-page woodcuts; xxii, 23-125, [3] adverts, frontispiece and 10 full-page woodcuts; page numbers occasionally
shaved; in the original Dutch flowered pattern boards with some expert restorations; housed in a custom-made slipcase covered with
matching patterned paper.

“The most remarkable tiny books of the century …” (Bondy Miniature Books, 1981). Extremely rare collection of all
three volumes of Boreman’s Westminster Abbey, histories printed especially for children.

Thomas Boreman has often been described as the first English publisher of children’s books. The importance of
the “Gigantick Histories” is not to be overlooked by dint of their diminutive dimensions “for the History of
Children’s Books is evident as they are the forerunners of the Lilliputian Magazine published by Newberry in 1752.
There is no doubt that few of these children’s treasures have survived, as they were thumbed to pieces in the long
years that have elapsed since their publication”. (Gumuchian, 4088). Boreman was an innovative printer, his
“crowning stroke of genius in this enterprise was the inclusion in each of his little volumes of a list of his juvenile
subscribers”. (Wilbur M. Stone, The Gigantick Histories of Thomas Boreman, 1933, p. 10). At the start of the first
volume of the History of St Paul’s he includes a 28 page list of subscribers which includes Miss Nabby Davenport,
of Boston, New England and Master Bobby Hume of South Carolina also lists a Master Bobby Walpole,
presumably a young relative of the great statesman.
Even partial sets of these minute histories are undeniably scarce. Stone, writing in 1933, noted that his was the only
complete collection of which he had knowledge. OCLC locates holdings of partial sets in 7 different institutions.
Although the bindings on the present collection are somewhat fragmentary, they do appear to be original. Bondy
notes that Boreman had his little volumes “bound in flowered Dutch boards, attractively patterned” (Miniature
Books, p. 21) and these certainly correspond both with that description and with another early copy which we have
handled previously. 
Gumuchian, 4088; Osborne, pp. 799-800; Spielman, 109; Bondy, p. 22; Stone VII-IX.

14 BRIGGS, John, Editor. THE LONSDALE MAGAZINE or Provincial repository for the year
1820 [-1822] comprising Topographical and biographical Sketches, critiques upon new works, literary,
Scientific, and philosophical essays, original poetry, entertaining tales and anecdotes commercial and
miscellaneous Intelligence etc. Forming a pleasing variety of useful and elegant Reading … Vol. I [-III].
Kirby Lonsdale: printed and published by A . Foster. 1820 [-22]. £ 2,250
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FIRST EDITION Three Volumes, All Published, 8vo pp. iv,
566; iv 476; iv, 475 [1] ‘directions to the binder’ ; 27 aquatints
including one hand-coloured, one geological map, hand coloured in
outline, hand-coloured engraving of a ‘Tea Plant’ a folding printed
genealogical table and an wood engraved plate; some offset foxing
from plates; Vol. I & II , contemporary half calf, spines decorated
in blind and lettered in gilt Vol. III original decorative cloth.

An uncommon Regency periodical edited and largely
contributed to by John Briggs (1788-1824).
The format of each issue normally included ‘Beauties of
the North’ a series of descriptive articles of the most
important families and their country houses; a
biographical sketch of a prominent local and numerous
short notices and reprints. By volume two Briggs had
begun a series of ‘Letters from the Lakes’ a topographical
guide to the district. For the third volume he had added
two further series on ‘Westmoreland as it was’ and ‘Tales
of the Lake’ in which Briggs gathered together the
strange and weird happenings of the district often in local
dialect.
‘Owing to financial instability and his failure to procure support for volume 2, John Briggs could not find a
publisher for volume 3, this he had to publish himself from the offices of the Kendle Gazette, of which he was at that
time editor’ (Bicknell).
Peter Bicknell, The Picturesque Scenery of the Lake District 1752-1855 1990, Item 96; OCLC: 1695830.

15 BROWNE, Christopher. THE ENGLISH GENTLEMAN’S GUIDE: Or, A New and Compleat
Book of Maps of all England and Wales. Shewing its Ancient and Present Government, divided as in the
Saxon Heptarchy. … The whole being finely engrav’d, and made portable either for cloak-bag,
portmanteau, or pocket. London: Phil. Overton, Map and Print-Seller, at the Golden Buck against St.
Dunstan’s Church in Fleetstreet: And Tho. Bowles, Map and Print-Seller, next the Chapter-House in St.
Paul’s Church-yard… At which places the following new and most correct of two sheet maps, now extant,
are sold; viz. 1. The world. … 23. West Indies., [1735-38]. £ 2,500

4to, engraved folding title, printed in black and red,
scale and explanation leaf pasted on verso, engraved
wall-map on eight sheets, bound in four strips to
form a travelling atlas, the names of each county
covered engraved at the top of each sheet; fine
original outline hand-colouring, three or four stains
to southern sheets, one or two small nicks at
margins skilfully repaired, nineteenth century
maroon limp morocco cover, split at spine.

The first edition in ‘Portmanteau’ form, the
map is a later edition of ‘Nova Totius
Angliae Tabula,’ first published by
Christopher Browne in 1700. 
As the full title explains, the map describes
‘England and Wales shewing Its Ancient
and Present Government, divided as in the
Saxon Heptarchy; Also into Dioceses,
Judges Circuits, and Counties; Describing
all the Cities; Market-Towns, Parishes,
Villages, Noble and Gentlemen's Seats,
Archbishops and Bishops Sees,
Universities, Places which send Members to
Parliament, &c. With the names of the
Rivers, Sea-Ports, Sands, Hills, Moors, Forests, &c. All the Great or Post Roads, Cross-Roads, Ports for Directions
on the Roads, Ponds, Inns and Houses on the Roads, with the Distances of Measur’d Miles, according to Mr.
Ogilby’s Survey: With many Additions and Corrections not Extant in any Maps.’ 
A further, rather unusual, feature not mentioned in the title, is the inclusion of the sites of naval battles round the
coast. The sheets which were originally included to complete a rectangular map, in which only the sea was shown,
have been excluded and neat lines marked with latitude have been added to the side borders to ‘complete’ the map. 
We are aware of only two other copies of this map (one in the British Library and one in a private collection).
Shirley ‘Browne 2’ State vi/vii (variant a); BLMC Maps C.21.c.18.
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An edition printed in gold for three times the price

16 BRUCE, William. MARRIAGE. A Divine Institution and a Spiritual
and Enduring Union. London: James Speirs, 36 Bloomsbury Street, 1871.
                                                                                                                £ 185

FIRST EDITION, SPECIAL ISSUE PRINTED IN GOLD. Crown 8vo, printed in
gold, pp. viii, 118; original straight grain white cloth, the covers blocked in gilt and incorporating the
title.

The work is published in two forms: The present edition is printed in gold on
superfine paper at a cost 4s 6d, and, as contemporary advertisements noted ‘elegantly
bound in white, has a very sumptuous appearance, and is well suited as a marriage
present. A smaller edition, in cloth, is also very neatly got up, and well adapted for
general circulation.’ This smaller edition was sold at a more moderate price of 1s 6d.
Herbert Gill and Annie Elizabeth Malden of Barton upon Irwell in march 1889

Local Poetry, by a Lady

17 CAMPBELL, Mrs. Graham. ONE HUNDRED VOICES FROM NATURE: or Apples of Gold
in a net-work of Silver … [Cheltenham] Published for the Authoress, (9, North Place, Cheltenham); to be
had also of Messrs. Longman & Co., Paternoster Row, London. 1861. £ 185

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. vi, [ii], 132, [2]; with two coloured
illustrations of birds; with errata slip loosely inserted; a clean fresh copy
throughout; in the original blue blindstamped publisher’s cloth, upper board
lettered in gilt, some signs of wear, but still a near fine copy.

Rare first edition of this charming little work of nature poetry
published in Cheltenham, ‘for the authoress’, who was
presumably also a resident.
Campbell provides a ‘Classified index’, dividing each of her 100
works according to the Animal Kingdom (including Antelope,
Bees, Ostrich, Spider and Birds), Vegetable Kingdom (including
Cactus, Flowers, Mosses, Grasses and Misseltoe) and perhaps
most interesting of all, ‘Miscellaneous’. Here we find
information on the Aurora Borealis, Rocks, Memory, Stars and
“the Comet”, presumably referring to a sighting by the author of
the Great Comet of 1860.
The work is attractively illustrated with two colour plates, of a

Goldfinch and a Guinea Fowl.
OCLC records copies at Louisville, North Carolina and Baylor in North America, and Cambridge and the National
Library of Scotland in the UK; COPAC adds two further copies, at the British Library and Oxford.

18 CHALON, John James. TWENTY FOUR SUBJECTS EXHIBITING THE COSTUME OF
PARIS the Incidents taken from Nature, London: Rodwell & Martin. New Bond Street. C. Hullmandel’s
Lithography 1822. £ 5,500
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Folio [440 × 310mm.], lithograph title; 24 hand-coloured lithographs by Hullmandel; contemporary maroon, spine lettered in gilt,
some minor scuffing; bookplate on front paste-down of Robert Lionel Foster; together with a loosely inserted lithograph of the artist.

‘According to Beraldi (XII, 232) this “very curious and rare album” appeared as a small quarto in London. These
plates, which are large folio in size, may represent a French issue of the work, though the English edition had
captions in French. … His designs are by no means mere costume plates. Instead they are animated and faithful
studies of Parisian manners and customs in the years 1820’ (Ray, 124). 
Chalon was born in Geneva, but spent most of his working life in London, where he attended the Academy School
and was elected R.A. in 1846. 
Abbey, Travel, 108; Beall F 47; Colas 588; Lipperheide Fd 15; Ray, The Art of the French Illustrated Book, 124.

19 CHAVANCE, René. NOUVELLES BOUTIQUES, façades et
intérieurs. Paris, Éditions Albert Lévy, [1929]. £ 1,250

FIRST EDITION. Small folio, pp. [12], 48 plates in photogravure; loose, as
issued in the original cloth-backed portfolio, printed boards with an image in silver and
black laid onto the upper cover, cloth ties.

A fine copy of this interesting and beautifully executed collection of
Parisian shop fronts and interiors by some of the leading architectural
practitioners and interior designers of the day. 
Included are examples of works by Siclis, Ruhlmann, Mallet-Stevens,
Patout, René Herbst, Maurice Dufrène and and Maurice Jallot. The range
of shops is quite wide: hairdressers, furniture showrooms, jewellers,
chemist, a bar, cinema and shoe shops. Particularly noteworthy are Mallet-
Stevens’ design for the Peugeot showroom on the Champs-Élysées, the
buildings of the Nicolas chain of wine merchants designed by Patout and
an electrical goods supplier with a showroom of ‘machines parlantes’ i.e.
radios.
The original portfolio was strikingly designed with diagonal typography in
red and black with a photographic illustration printed on silver tinted
paper by Jean Carlu. 

Rare Handcoloured Childs Atlas

20 [CHILDS ATLAS]. RUEBEN RAMBLE’S TRAVELS THROUGH THE COUNTIES. With
Maps and Historical Vignettes. London: Darton and Clark. Book, Print, and Map Publishers. 58 Holborn
Hill. [1844]. £ 2,500

4to, pp. [4], [80] hand coloured lithograph frontispiece, additional title and 40 hand coloured lithograph maps with scenic boards of key
places in each county; green half morocco over marbled boards, inscribed on verso of frontispiece ‘Harriet C. Slater, 1 Oakley Crescent
1848.’

A delightful atlas, with each county map including a border illustrating the chief industries, buildings and
occupations of each locality.
The ‘Preface’ is worth quoting in full as it succinctly outlines the publisher plan and their intended audience ‘In
presenting to the Public this Juvenile Introduction to the English Counties, it may be remarked, that though there
are excellent atlases and class books on general geography in abundance, still there is not a single work, calculated by
its embellishments and simplicity of style, to lure the youthful multitude into that most interesting and important of
all studies—the geographical knowledge of their native land. In this Work the Author has given, in Forty Maps, the whole

of the English Counties; each County
being separately brought under notice to
convey an accurate notion of its form and
general outline, with a scale by which the
little geographer may ascertain the
superficial extent and the distance from
one place to another. In addition to the
Maps, numerous Vignette Views are also
given of the various topographical
peculiarities and historical events, which
will tend more effectually to fix the
Counties on the recollection. In the letter-
press portion of the work the Author has
endeavoured to attain comprehensiveness
and brevity; a difficult task—but one
which he hopes he has successfully
accomplished. He has given the
superficial extent—the population—the
chief town—the peculiarity of position, if
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any, in regard to the whole island—and the nature of the soil, the produce of the county, and the historical records.
With the assistance of a parent, or elder brother or sister, it is hoped the Work may be not only extensively useful,
but highly interesting ; and, with such hope, it is now respectfully committed to the public attention.’
Of the maps Suffolk is described and illustrated as a totally rural county with Lancashire almost totally industrial.
Clearly the author and publisher were concerned in inculcating a neat and simple description of each county and not
over complicate either the narrative or imagery.
Gumuchian 4731; Chubb DXVII.

21 [CIRCUS BOARD GAME]. NOUVEAU CIRCUS [France?] circa 1900. £ 400

folding coloured lithograph board [60 x 45cm]; 24 coloured counters and a tray; six hand-coloured metal piece in the form of
anamorphic grasshoppers and one of an ape with a water cannon; wooden cup and two dice contained in original box with a large
coloured view of a circus; rules pasted to inside of the lid.

A very simple but decorative game in superb condition. The lid having a very appealing depiction of a circus with a
woman in charge of four white stallions; a clown and the master of ceremonies encircled by the audience.

22 COBDEN-SANDERSON, Thomas James. LONDON. A Paper read at a meeting of the Art-
Workers Guild, March 6, 1891 - Doves Press by T.J. Cobden Sanderson March 6 1891. [colophon:]
Presented to the Subscribers to The Doves Press Publications by T.J. Cobden-Sanderson & Emery
Walker, being composed and printed by Richard Cobden-Sanderson Apprentice to the Press. Finished
March 31 1906. £ 200

LIMITED EDITION BELIEVED TO BE ONE OF 300 COPIES. 4to, printed in black and red on handmade paper, pp. [8];
some minor foxing; original limp vellum, stamped in black at the foot of the rear paste-down ‘The Doves Bindery.’

The paper that Cobden-Sanderson gave in 1891 reflects William Morris’s dream in News from Nowhere of a day when
beautiful buildings supporting an idyllic life in the metropolis would come to pass. 

23 CRUIKSHANK, Robert, illustrator. [WESTMACOTT, Charles Molloy (1787/8-1868). A
COLLECTION OF 24 PROOF PLATES for the English Spy, all proofs before letters and all but one
before aquatint, in various sizes, all deckle edged. [London] 1822-1825. £ 900
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24 proof plates, various sizes, some creasing, one plate spotted, proofs with later pencil notes at foot, and on paper watermarked 1822-
1825, each with the ownership stamp of Maxine and Joel Spitz on verso; loose in a custom made folding blue cloth case. 

The high reputation of the illustrator makes these proofs of particular interest.

First Scottish work on Scottish Agriculture

24 DONALDSON, James. HUSBANDRY ANATOMISED, , or, an enquiry into the present
manner of teiling and manuring the ground in Scotland for most part; and several rules and measures laid
down for the better improvement thereof, in so much that one third part more increase may be had, and
yet more than a third part of the expence of the present way of labouring thereof saved. Edinburgh,
Printed by John Reid, in the Year M.DC.XC.VII. [1697]. £ 2,850

SECOND EDITION. 8vo. (in ½ sheets), pp. [xvi], 136; tiny pinhole touching one letter of date, contemporary ownership inscription
in ink on title-page (of one James Bennet), later endpapers; contemporary morocco, the sides panelled in gilt in the Cambridge style, spine
fully gilt within the compartments with an overall geometric pattern, all edges gilt, joints and extremities worn; a very good copy indeed.

Second edition, however a sole copy of the 1696 first edition survives in the
Signet Library (Wing D.1852: Aldis 3553). A brief supplement or postscript
was also published later in 1698 but is not present here.
The first printed work on agriculture in Scotland. ‘A rare little book … A high
estimation has always been placed upon this work, as a valuable production of
that early time, and it is considered fully equal to anything of that kind that
had appeared to date. Copies are exceedingly scarce.’ [McDonald, Agricultural
Writers, p. 142]. This was the first published work of James Donaldson (fl.
1713), who supplies a brief biography describing his farming background in
the dedication. He takes a 60 acre holding as the basis for his discussions,
which include some calculations of estimated costs and returns. As well as soil
management and manuring, the author provides advice on the keeping of
horses, cattle and sheep with detailed instructions on Scottish methods of
making butter and cheese. Donaldson ends with advice on planting for the
husbandman and the ‘sowing and planting of several garden seeds, and roots’,
in particular potatoes - at that time still an unusual foodstuff.
Fussell (vol.I p.84) additionally notes that ‘the main novelty is that he [i.e.
Donaldson] is one of the first farming authors to consider the cost of
production.’
Wing D.1853; Aldis 3662; Goldsmiths 3384; Rothamsted p. 48; Perkins 497.

25 DRAESNER, Walter. EIN TOTENTANZ nach
Scherenschnitten von Walter Draesner mit Geleitwort von
Max von Boehn. A Amsterdam, chez l’Honore & Chatelain.
(1922).                                                                           £ 200

SECOND EDITION, FIRST TRADE EDITION. Oblong folio, pp. [10],
22 plates. [2] advertisement; original linen backed decorated glazed yellow
boards, slightly grubby. 

After the his experiences as a young soldier in the First World War
Walter Draesner produce this widely acclaimed book with of
silhouettes depicting the enduring topic of the Dance of Death. 
Walter Draesner (1891-1940) has modernized a number of subjects
and here includes death by horse racing, railway journey and by
aeroplane. Perennial favourites of the gallows, duelling, drowning,
war and shipwreck are however retained. A signed limited edition
of 200 copies was also issued of the work concurrent with this
‘second’ or trade edition. 

Dancing in Roman Tunics

26 [EGERTON, Michael]. AIRY NOTHINGS: or, Scraps and Naughts, and Odd-cum-Shorts; in a
Circumbendibus hop, step, and jump, by Olio Rigmaroll. Drawn and Written my M.E. Esq. Engraved by
Geo. Hunt. London, Pyall and Hunt, 18, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden. 1825. £ 1,250

4to, pp. [iv], 73, [1] blank; with 23 coloured engraved plates, drawn by ‘M.E.’ and engraved by George Hunt; some light foxing and
soiling; uncut in later half calf over marbled boards, spine lettered in gilt; preserving original printed label from upper cover on the inside
pastedown.
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This attractive collection of
humorous prints is particularly
noted for the famous depiction of
‘Mr Owen’s Institution, New
Lanark’, facing p. 51.
Egerton prefers to observe the
curiosities of life, beginning his
‘tour’ with many a flight of fancy
the author becomes more objective
as his travels North. That perennial
interest in scantily dressed
Edinburgh washerwomen is
observed together with other
Scottish trades before Egerton
takes a stagecoach to West Coast
and there boards a voyage on one
of the new paddle steamers plying
Loch Lomond. 
Another stagecoach is taken back
to Glasgow and thence to New
Lanark. This includes the only
contemporary depiction of the
interior of the school room of ‘Mr
Owen’s Institution, New Lanark.’
Although the illustration in not quite accurate it does show the children dancing in their ‘Roman Tunics’ and
includes the paintings of animals on he walls used for education. A fair crowd of adults are seated around the room
as this visit to New Lanark was already a popular tourist attraction.
Egerton travels on through the Lakes and so by Holyhead over to Ireland before re-crossing the Irish Sea, thence
through Wales and back, presumably to safety, in London. 
Abbey, Life, 290; Tooley, pp. 113-114; Colas, No. 938.

Smooth-operating equipment

27 [ELEVATORS]. ELEVATOR CARS - ELEVATOR ENTRANCES. Catalogue No. 56.
Cleveland Ohio: The Tyler Company [New York, Bartlett Orr Press], 1927. £ 750

Small folio [280 x 225mm.] pp. 195, [1]; tipped in colour frontispiece of the founder, numerous colour illustrations and examples of
paint and finishes. original black mock leather backed green cloth, the upper cover titled in gilt.

Washington S. Tyler, whose imposing portrait forms the
frontispiece, was a pioneer manufacturer in Cleveland in the
use of steel wire. He was to gain a considerable share of
American elevator market and saw the benefit of promoting
his business through lavishly illustrated catalogues. 
These catalogues provided every facet of elevator
construction. This was no accident but company policy, a
form of marketing that ensured architects and designers would
defer to Tyler Company when installing elevator equipment.
In the introduction on ‘The use of the book’ the company
wisdom extoles that ‘To assure dependable, smooth-operating
equipment, it is especially essential to have undivided
responsibility; therefore, all of the parts which go to make up
the complete elevator entrance should included in one
specification and in one contract to one company.’ Tyler’s
thus kept competing businesses from making alterations to his
installations, and this together with the increased need of
elevators at the beginning of the twentieth century and lack of
any uniform building regulations on their instillation gave
Tyler’s company a distant advantage. 
The catalogue is arranged in sixteen sections that include
designs for key plates, door panels, jambs, soffits, trims,
pilasters, locks, glass, light fixtures and finishes. All the
elements where interchangeable and the architect had only to
choose form the catalogue the requisite, style colour, and
finish. The catalogue includes five plates of finishes and inset
on the inside back cover 8 bronzed and copper plackets of
metal finishes.
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28 [FAN - Acts of Union]. THE UNITED SISTERS. Publish’d by Ashton and Hadwen, Little
Britain, Jan. 1. 1801. Enter’d at Stationers Hall [1800]. £ 1,250

Fan printed on paper (height approx. 150mm; span at foot of display approx. 155mm) with engraved image showing three females with
shields representing England, Scotland, and Ireland, flanked by a lion and a unicorn, printed in dark sepia; title and imprint as above;
image signed ‘Design’d and Engrav’d by George Wilson’. Mounted on wooden sticks. 

A splendid paper fan mounted on wooden sticks, with a fine engraved image celebrating the union of Britain and
Ireland. The Acts of Union - both the Westminster and the Dublin Parliaments had to pass separate Acts (passed
on 2nd July 1800 and 1st August 1800) - came into force on 1 January 1801. This engraved image by George Wilson
(active 1785-1820) shows the three principal nations of the union, England, Scotland and Ireland, as three goddess-
like females, each with her appropriate shield (crosses of St Andrew and St George, and the Irish harp), with the
caption ‘The United Sisters’.
Below this are four lines of verse: ‘Fair Sister Isles of ancient Fame In Commerce, Arms, & Arts ye same. Long may
sweet Union bind you three, Each blessing each, and blest as free.’
Schreiber Collection 36, p. 71 (silk; unmounted).

29 FERGUSON, James. TABLES AND TRACTS,
RELATIVE TO SEVERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES …
London: printed for W. Strahan, J. and F. Rivington … 1771.
                                                                               £ 800
SECOND EDITION, WITH ADDITIONS. 8vo, xv, [i] blank, 334, [1]
advertisement, [1] blank; with 3 folding engraved plates; contemporary full
sprinkled calf, spine tooled in gilt with red morocco label lettered in gilt; the
Macclesfield copy with contemporary armorial bookplate on front paste down,
and later bookplate ‘North Library (1860)’ pasted to front free endpaper; a
highly desirable copy in remarkable original condition.

A fascinating collection of tables, numerical data and practical
information. The tables relate to astronomy, horology, dialling,
chronology, weights and measures, geography, annuities (from de
Moivre), life expectancy, etc. Among the longer articles there is a
description of Mungo Murray’s ‘Armillary trigonometer’; ‘A
description of three uncommon kinds of clocks’; and ‘How to
construct an Orrery for shewing the annual revolutions of Mercury,
Venus, and the Earth’. Ferguson estimates the weight of the whole
atmosphere as 1.2 x 1019 pounds and the speed of light at 1.2 x 107
miles per minute. 
The first edition appeared in 1767.

30 [FURNITURE DESIGN]. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF DESIGNS COMPRISING
CHAIRS, SOFAS, COUCHES, &C. Glasgow: William Gorman & Co. Lithographers circa 1870. £ 650

4to, lithograph title as upper wrapper and 29 lithograph plates containing 103 designs; lacking lower wrapper.
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An apparently unrecorded catalogue illustrating a variety of domestic furniture; some of a more robust construction
possibly for the furnishing of hotels.
Clearly intended for the Scottish market with a larger than usual collection of balloon backed chairs, once the very
acme of taste in the West coast of Scotland. Also a preponderance of sofas couches and chairs slightly heavier in
both design and construction than their southern equivalents.

31 [FURNITURE - TRADE CATALOGUE]. GROCHOLESKY, August. MODERNE
WOHNUNGS EINRICHTUNGEN [cover title]. Bockenem, Grocholesky, [c. 1912]. £ 1,750

Oblong folio (318 x 472 mm), 88 chromolitographically illustrated pages; only occasional light spotting; original cloth-backed flexible
boards imitating cloth, front cover printed in bronze colour; spine worn, a few marks.

A well illustrated catalogue by the furniture house Grocholesky, situated in a small town near Hildesheim in Lower
Saxony that offered entire suites for living-, dining,- and bedrooms, mainly in a German interpretation of French art
nouveau style; however but still permeated with the odd piece of historicist design. The beautiful large illustrations
show matching furniture with the measurements on each page; also remarkable are the modernist vases and
mantelpiece decorations on display on dressers, shelves and cupboards thate were the stock in trade of WMF . The
print work was most likely done in Berlin, as the inside of the rear cover has the printed logo H. W. & C. Berlin.
Provenance: Inscribed on the rear inside cover by a citizen of Bockenem, at a later date also the release stamp by a
local museum.
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32 [GAME]. LA FÉTE DE VILLAGE. [Paris?], circa 1835. £ 1,750
Complete in original box consisting of 12 hand coloured lithograph shaped cut-outs [various sizes from to 14.5cm high and 17.5cm
wide]; contained in the original green patterned paper box, the edges decorated with a flower pattern the upper cover with a vie of the fete
with children looking into a peepshow within a decorative gilt border. 

A finely made child’s game including an animated group of attractions common to France during the first half of
the nineteenth century.
The attractions include:- 1) Musicians; 2) Punch & Judy; 3) Cup & Ball trick; 4) Pinball; 5) Ball and target game; 6)
Skittles; 7) Shooting target; 8) Nine-Balls; 9) Wheel of fortune;10) Popular Printseller; 11) Tisane seller; 12) Sweet &
Cake stall.
The background to of each of the cards includes a church, trees and a cottages with well kept children offering up
their pocket money and adults looking on with adoring eyes. The depiction would appear, from the quality and
dress of these well to do middle-class participants, an event for charitable purposes rather than for the amusement
of the less well off.

33 [GAME]. LE PETIT BONHOMME VIT ENCORE Jeu de Societe. [Paris: chez M. Bernard
Lambert, rué du Grand-Chantier, n. 7, 1839]. £ 2,000

Complete in original box consisting of 30 cards [24 cards: 9 x 6cm & 6 cards: 4.4 x 6cm]; figure of the ‘Le Petit Bonhomme’ on a
mahogany stand; two bone dice and a crosshatched card shaker cup; a cotton bag with 10 coloured card counted and a printed leaf of
instructions; the box lid decorated with an image of ‘Le Petit Bonhomme’ enclosed within a decorative cartouch with cards in the four
corners, the edge with an onlaid gilt strip [15 x 10 x 3 cm].

The object of the game is simply to keep the
‘little man’ alive.
The little man has to be guided through a
series of hazards to the Temple of Fortune.
Depending on a roll of the dice cards are
taken up by the players and the hazard are
negotiated either through the choice of
another card or through a forfeit should a
hazard be encountered. If you accidentally kill
the little man you forfeit five points to each
player and begin again. The pitfall that our
little man has to avoid include broken
bridges, prison, a river, a precipice and guard
house whilst The Ball, The Palace, a horse
etc. allows him to live a little longer.
Unusually the game was listed in Bibliographie
ou journal géneral De l’Imprimerie et de la Librairie
issue No. 14 for the 4th April 1835 and is
itemised as No, 215 under the heading
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‘Estames. Gravures et Lithographies. (1).’ This information precisely dates the game although we have been unable
to find much more about the publisher other than he produced several games during the same period.

No other copies located.

34 [GAME]. [ROWLANDSON, Thomas]. TOUR OF DOCTOR SYNTAX IN SEARCH OF
THE PICTURESQUE. A GAME. [London?: circa 1840]. £ 6,850

50 card [6 x 9 cm.], numbered consecutively; odd numbers with two verses and a clue; even numbers with a hand coloured lithograph
after Thomas Rowlandson; together with two hand coloured teetotums with the original turned wooden spindle; a printed sheet of rules
[17.5 x 21.5 cm.] a few small tears along old folds; all housed in the original mahogany box, [21 x 14 x 4 cm.], hand-coloured title
illustration after Rowlandson laid down on sliding lid; a little scuffed & dulled but overall a remarkable survival in excellent condition.

No other copies located. An exceptionally scarce and well preserved game based on William Combe’s immensely
popular and much republished Tour of Doctor Syntax in Search of the Picturesque, first published in 1812 with hand
coloured plates by Thomas Rowlandson.
Although it would be foolish to load the game with too much significance the quality and rarity nevertheless needs
some explanation.
Combining light-hearted satire of William Gilpin’s theory of the ‘Picturesque’ in art with a central character
modelled on Cervantes’ Don Quixote and Henry Fielding’s Parson Adams, Combe created his loveable eccentric
whose misadventures on the road structure the road structure form the Tour. 

By the early nineteenth century the ‘Picturesque’ approach to landscape rapidly became something both routine and
mechanical, some writers and artists, such as William Wordsworth, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, John Constable, and J.
M. W. Turner, struggled to reject or even reformulate picturesque theory and practice. Despite the scorn poured
upon its mechanical insipidity by writers as different as Jane Austen and John Ruskin; the latter thought it the
vaguest of expressions, yet also sought to revitalise its significance in his Modern Painters (1843–60).
Clearly the continued popularity of the Syntax Tours, with its combination of conflicting ideas and confusion of
what the Picturesque meant, was a topical subject for a game. A subject still ripe for caricature, and unlike Ruskin’s
and others attempts at revitalisation, the game synthesises the comical aspects of chasing the Picturesque.
25 of the original 30 plates are illustrated on the ‘Picture Cards’ accompanied by 25 ‘Rhyme’ cards with two lines of
Combe’s original poem. Players take it in turn to spin the teetotum and accumulate as many cards (and points) as
possible. ‘The numbers contained in each Player’s hand to be added up; the highest wins the Game, and seated in
the chair of honour, demands forfeit of the others.’
We have been unable to find any reference to this game in either contemporary advertisements or works of
reference. This would seem unusual for such a popular subject so it is quite possible that pressure was put on the
manufacturer by the publisher of the printed editions Nattali and Bond who then held the valuable copyright.
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35 [GRAVE MONUMENTS] MONUMENTA; or, Designs for Tombs,
Wall Monuments, Head-Stones, Grave Crosses, &c. London, J. Hagger, [c.
1867-1868]. £ 1,100

4to, pp. [4], iv, with additional lithographic title and 101 (92 tinted, several in in two colours)
lithographic plates; a few text leaves with short marginal tears; modern brown half-morocco over
cloth-covered boards, spine with raised bands and gilt-stamped red morocco lettering-piece.

The designs are by various architects, stonemasons and artisans, such as Henry
Jarvis junior, W. N. Lockington, his companion Henry Shaw, and J. Nisbet. All
historical styles are presented here in this pattern book for funerary architecture.
The compiler of this work was obviously a practitioner, who in the preface on the
Choice and Preservation of the stone opines: ‘Many a thousand pounds has been
thrown away in building with friable stone. which, instead of lasting ages, as was
intended, has crumbled away before the edifice it composed was finished. Our
New Houses of Parliament furnish an expensive proof of it’.

Confusing Official Guide for French Visitors

36 [GREAT EXHIBITION]. CATALOGUE OFFICIEL DE LA GRANDE EXPOSITION des
produits de l’Industrie de toutes les nations, 1851. Redigé et traduit de l’Anglais par G.F. Duncombe et
F.M. Harman … Londres: Spicer frères, papetiers; W. Clowes et fils, imprimeurs … [1851]. £ 450

FIRST FRENCH EDITION. 4to, pp. 298, [2], 18; title page with border of Coats of Arms; original printed powder blue
wrappers similar in design to the title page; together with a loosely inserted plan of the exhibition; unidentified monogram TC
surmounted with a crown and motto ‘per vias rectas.’ Preserved in a black cloth box, upper cover with a red label lettered in gilt.

Attempts by the Exhibition organisers to cater for foreign visitors included the publication of French and German
editions of the ‘Small Edition Guide.’
The Commissioner Report tabulated that the French edition had a print
run of 10,000 copies of which 9,176 were sold during the run of the
Exhibition. The effort to have the whole catalogue translated and
typeset into French was reflected in the price of 2s 6d, the English
version with corresponding print run of 290,000 was priced at 1s even
though it was approximately the same size. 
‘French and German compositors were employed on the foreign
translations. The Exhibition of all Nations, however, had created a
demand for foreign papers; And the compositors, knowing that the
employment on the Catalogue would not extend over a long permit,
accepted other engagements; and those works were finally and
successfully brought to a close by men who knew not a word of the
respective languages: French and German readers, however, were
retained to ensure correctness. The repeated alterations and
transpositions in the English Catalogue created a great amount of
confusion in the foreign Catalogues. The same mechanical
classification, applied to the English, could not be effected : a number
of persons were therefore employed to cut up each return separately,
and paste them on sheets of paper under their respective class and
country, and again place them in the compositors hands for
reproduction. Of the French Catalogue 140 pages, and of the German
62, were in this manner a second time set up in type.’(First Report of the
Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1851 London, 1852 - Appendix
XXVIIa p.142).
The ‘great amount of confusion’ is probably reflected in the manuscript notes to the margins of the first sections of
this copy. Probably most visitors gave up and threw this French edition away in disgust. At any rate although 10,000
seems a enormous number very few copies appear to have survived in comparison to English editions.
OCLC records three copies in North America, at Michigan, California State and Southern Methodist.

37 [GREENWOOD, Christopher]. MAP OF LONDON, FROM ACTUAL SURVEY,
COMPREHENDING THE VARIOUS IMPROVEMENTS TO 1845. Humbly Dedicated to Her most
Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria. By the Proprietors E. Ruff & Co., Hind Court, Fleet Street. London, By
the Proprietors E. Ruff & Co., Hind Court Fleet Street, August 31st, 1845. £ 16,500

Hand-coloured engraved map on six sheets, measuring 1,880 x 1,290 mm., dissected and mounted on linen, large engraved vignettes of
St Paul’s (bottom right) and Westminster Abbey (bottom left) together with a key and ‘Explanation’; folding down and contained in
the original green cloth box, the upper side with the printed label of ‘C.S mith & Son’, Mapseller, 172, Strand London
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Christopher and John Greenwood state in the title that the plan was made from an ‘Actual Survey’, which had taken
three years. Plans at the time were often copied from older surveys, or re-issued with minor updating; so conducting
a new survey was indeed something to boast about. The plan, which was finely engraved by James and Josiah Neele,
is stylistically similar to the Ordnance Survey maps of the time, although it was engraved on a much larger scale of 8
inches to the mile, compared to the OS one inch to the mile. It includes detailed depictions of streets, houses,
public buildings, parks, squares, woods, plantations, rivers, hills, windmills; also the marking of the boundaries of
the City of London, Westminster, Southwark, Rules of the King’s Bench & Fleet Prison, Clink Liberty, counties and
parishes. Below the
plan is a list of parishes and a key, which is flanked by views of Westminster Abbey and St Paul’s Cathedral.
The present plan accords with Howgego 309 state (6). The date in imprint is changed to 1845 and the plan is
dedicated to Queen Victoria.
Additions to the map include the St George’s square in Pimlico, and the Paddington Station. The map bears the
imprint of E. Ruff & Co. a company who among other things mounted, varnished and placed on rollers, many of
the maps produced by the Greenwoods.’ It is unknown how they came to acquire Greenwood’s plates, however, it
is conceivable that the plates where in part payment for debts owed to Edward Ruff.
Howgego 309 state (6).

Dedication by Johnson

38 GWYNN, John. LONDON AND WESTMINSTER IMPROVED, ILLUSTRATED BY PLANS.
To which is prefix’d, A Discourse on Publick Magnificence; with Observations on the State of Arts and
Artists in this Kingdom, wherein the Study of Polite Arts is recommended as necessary to a liberal
Education: concluded by some Proposals relative to Places not laid down in the Plans, London, printed
for the author, 1766. £ 950
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FIRST EDITION, ONE OF THE RARE COPIES WITH THE ENGRAVING HAND COLOURED. 4to, pp. xv, 132, four
engraved and contemporary hand-coloured folding plans; some browning to the first few leaves; contemporary calf, skilfully rebacked,
spine with red label lettered in gilt.

‘One of the most remarkable books ever written about the planning and architecture of London’ (Summerson,
Georgian London, p. 62) ,the prophetic London and Westminster Improved, with the dedication written by Gwynn’s friend
Samuel Johnson, also represents ‘the climax of a vigorous campaign to raise the reputation of English artists by
establishing a national academy for the nurture of national talent and by promoting the advancement of grandeur
and elegance in public buildings’ (Harris, p. 214). Gwynn was instrumental in, and founding member of, the Royal
Academy.
Hazen, pp. 38-40; Tinker 1351; Harris 276.

39 HASSELL, John. TOUR OF THE GRAND JUNCTION, ILLUSTRATED IN A SERIES OF
ENGRAVINGS with an Historical and Topographical Description of those parts of the Counties…
Through which the Canal passes, London: J. Hassall, 1819. £ 1,250

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, 147, [i] blank, [4] index and ‘Directions for placing the cuts’; 24 coloured aquatint plates, (some
occasional offsetting); uncut in modern red straight-grained morocco, with wide gilt tooled border, spine lettered and decorated in gilt, top
edge gilt by Bayntun, Bath.

‘A book of considerable interest…with still better plates.’ A
celebration of the Grand Union Canal, dedicated to the
Proprietors, and a clever attempt to incorporate a
commercial concern into the definition of ‘landscape’ and
the Picturesque. 
John Hassell (1767-1825), was both watercolour painter and
engraver, was born in Whitechapel, Stepney. He exhibited
twenty paintings at the Royal Academy between 1789 and
1819, that including many scenes of waterfalls, castles, and
salmon leaps in Wales, and of houses and cities, including a
view of the city of Bath. He is best remembered today for
the a number of delightful guidebooks, illustrated aquatint
from his own drawings.
Abbey, Scenery, 30; Tooley 252.

40 HAVELL, Robert. …COSTA SCENA, OR A CRUISE ALONG THE SOUTHERN COAST
OF KENT the drawing taken from Nature by Robt. Havell, Junr. London: Published March, 1823.

£ 12,500

Strip panorama engraved in aquatint and hand coloured, in a cylindrical treen case, consisting of seven sheets all conjoined, measuring
82 x 5,480 mm overall, including the publisher’s label at extreme right. the treen case carries a design in black and gold consisting of
Britannia, her shield carrying a roundel portrait of George IV, accompanied by Neptune holding a trident, riding in a shell drawn by
two horses with tails, which is driven by a putto, a patterned stay is attached to the extreme right edge of the panorama.

Havell’s panorama, dedicated to George IV, simultaneously celebrates the Northern Excursion - George’s state visit
to Scotland - and the delights of steam boat travel, at this date still novel. The scene is that on 23 Aug. 1822 when
the king embarked at Greenwich.
The royal procession advances down
river, the king on board the ‘Royal
George’, towed by the ‘Comet’
steam-boat (ref. 5). The Lord
Mayor’s barge is shown near
Woolwich towed by the ‘Sovereign’
steam boat (ref. 76). We pass by
Belvedere (ref. 11), Greenhithe (ref.
14), Northfleet (ref. 16), and
Gravesend (ref. 17) where we see the
‘Flamer’ gun-brig, awaiting the
King’s arrival. Near Sheerness (ref.
23) we note the royal yachts, the
‘Sovereign’ and the ‘Regent’ with a
frigate and two gun-brigs. Here ‘we
take our leave of His Majesty, with
whom we imagine ourselves to have
been sailing since we left Greenwich,
[and wishing] the Royal Party to a
safe and pleasant voyage, we take our
leave and pursue the coast.’ We pass
the Isle of Sheppy (ref. 27),
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Whitstable (ref. 31), Margate (ref. 35), and Broadstairs (ref. 39). The yacht of Sir William Curtis M.P. (ref. 42) is
shown steering for Ramsgate Harbour. In fact Curtis had accompanied George IV to Scotland, exciting much
merriment by wearing a kilt. We observe the wreck of an Indiaman (ref. 53), ‘an object but too frequently to be
contemplated in the North Seas’, and then cross the Channel from Dover in a fierce storm. A battered frigate (ref.
60) loses its main top mast. The steam boat in which we travel, however, reaches Calais (ref. 62) ‘in perfect safety.’
For a full account of George’s Northern Excursion see John Prebble, The King’s Jaunt (Edinburgh: Birlinn 2000).
The Thames part of the story is described on pp.156-164.
The related drawings were in Melbourne, Australia in Mar. 2005.
Abbey, Life 490; Prideaux p. 339.

41 HEATH, Charles. HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE
ACCOUNTS OF THE ANCIENT AND PRESENT STATE OF
RAGLAND CASTLE, with a Variety of other Particulars, deserving the
Stranger’s Notice, relating to that much admired Ruin, and its
Neighbourhood. Collected from original papers, and unquestionable
authorities. Monmouth, Printed and Sold by Him, Agincourt Square:
sold also at the castle; - at the Inn; and by Mr. Murray, London. 1823.
                                                                                                       £ 285

EIGHTH EDITION. 8vo in 4s, unpaginated [pp. 124]; uncut and stitched as issued in
original mottled wrappers.

A good copy of this early guide to major medieval castle in south-east Wales. 
Charles Heath (1761-1831) was a printer and writer who became a leading
radical in Monmouth who was twice elected Mayor of Monmouth. Heath’s
account of Raglan Castle was first printed and issued by him in 1796. Being his
own printer he used the expediency of dispensing with a pagination in order to
more readily issue the work from a mixture of sheets, of preceding editions
intermixed with new material that was inserted where required. In this ‘eighth’
edition the felling of the ‘fine elm tree’ in a storm during December 1822 seems
to be a last minute inclusions to the prelims.
The castle was held by the successive ruling families of the Herberts before the
Somerset created a luxurious, fortified castle, complete with a large hexagonal
keep, known as the Great Tower, surrounding parkland, water gardens and terraces. In the Civil War the
Parliamentary forces took the castle in 1646 and put the fortifications beyond military use, thereafter the ruin
became a quarry for building materials. By the time our guide was published the plundering days had stopped and
the area developed into a major tourist attraction.

42 [HILL, Sir John]. THE ACTOR: A TREATISE ON THE ART OF PLAYING; Interspersed
with Theatrical Anecdotes, Critical Remarks on Plays, and Occasional Observations on Audiences
London: Printed for R. Griffiths, at the Dunciad, in St Paul’s Church-yard. MDCCL. [1750]. £ 350

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [10], 326; Early twentieth century half calf, spine lettered in gilt, earlier armorial bookplate of
Edward Disbrowe Esq., Walton, Derbyshire and a later bookplate of Charles Hughes.

The first English acting treatise to discuss the personal and emotional attributes
of the actor rather than the rhetorical conventions of performance that had
characterized earlier acting manuals.
‘John Hill’s treatise entitled The Actor and published in London in the 1750s
occupies a particularly important place in the debate on acting. In the first place it
had the merit of disseminating in Britain the innovatory theories expressed in
Pierre Rémond de Sainte-Albine’s Le Comédien, a crucial text which sanctioned on
one hand acting’s definitive emancipation from the rules of actio as contemplated
in rhetoric, and on the other the requisite for the actor to be emotionally involved
in the interpretation of a text.
‘Hill’s treatise, based on the second edition of Le Comédien, was first published
anonymously in 1750. The text was brought out again in 1755 as A New Work,
Written by the Author of the former, and Adapted to the Present State of the Theatres. This
second edition was translated into French by Michele Sticotti in 1769, with the
title Garrick ou les Acteurs Anglois. It was in writing a review of this work in 1770
for Correspondance littéraire that Diderot set down the basic outline for his Paradoxe.
Thus the importance of Hill’s text also lies in its function as a link between the
treatise of Rémond de Sainte-Albine and Diderot’s Paradoxe.' (Valantino)
Arnott & Robinson 683; see Barbara Valentino Pierre Rémond de Sainte-Albine and
John Hill from le comédien to the actor for a full discussion of Hill’s work at
http://www.actingarchives.unior.it/.
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43 HOLLAR, William. THE DANCE OF DEATH; Painted by H. Holbein, and Engraved by W.
Hollar. London: Printed by C. Whittingham, Dean Street, Fetter Lane, for John Harding, 36, St. James’s
Street. 1804. £ 650

LARGE PAPER COPY. 4to, pp. [4], 70, [2] adverts., [2] blank; 33 hand coloured plates including 2 portraits and a folding plate;
contemporary calf, skilfully rebacked preserving the original spine.

A fine large paper and coloured copy of Hollar’s detailed plates.
Wenceslaus Hollar published his 30 etchings for the first time in 1651. After a number of editions, the plates went
out of fashion and disappeared for a while. A hundred years later there was a renewed interest in things medieval
and Hollar’s etched plates reissued. 

44 [HOUSE OF COMMONS]. THE RATES OF MERCHANDISE, that is to say, the subsidy of
tonnage, subsidy of poundage, and the subsidy of woollen clothes or old-drapery, as they are rated and
agreed on by the Commons House of Parliament. Set down and exprest in this book, to be paid according
to the tenor of the Act of tonnage and poundage, from the 24th day of June inclusively, in the twelfth year
of His Majesties reign, during His Majesties life, and subscribed with the hand of Sir Harebotle Grimston
Baronet, Speaker of the House of Commons. Saturday July 28. 1660. Ordered by the Commons assembled
in Parliament, that the Act of Tonnage and Poundage, and the Book of Rates, together with the rules
annexed, be forthwith printed and published, William Jessop clerk of the Commons House of Parliament.
London, Edward Husbands and Thomas Newcomb, 1660. £ 1,750

FIRST EDITION. Small folio, pp. [ii], 58, [2]; a little browned in places, very small wormhole to lower margin of the first three
leaves; a good copy in 18th-century English calf over thick boards, double fillets ruled in blind; recently re-backed, front board lightly
scratched.

Printed descriptions of the import duties on wine and merchandise appeared in England as early as 1545. This later
edition is one of the first editions after the lifetime of Charles I, who levied the duties without the authority of
parliament. Printed at the instigation of the House of Commons, it was intended to be issued with Public General
Acts of 1660 12 Cha.II.c.4. and was also issued as part of An exact Collection of all such Acts (1660). Hundreds of goods
and their taxes are listed alphabetically and give a good survey of the English foreign trade. 
Unlike his father, Charles II did not to have the power to decide on which imported items should bear duty. As a
keen tennis player, ranked among the top four players in the kingdom, it seems very unlikely that he would have
allowed Tennis Balls and Rackets amongst the articles that duty was payable on, if he could have helped it.
The duty on tennis balls was £2 per 1,000 [approximately ½d each] and on Rackets 8d a piece. 
Tonnage ‘was a duty on every ton of wine imported; poundage an ad valorem duty on every pound’s worth of
merchandise imported or exported … The traditional and usual rate at which tonnage and poundage were fixed was
– tonnage 3s. per ton imported, and poundage 1s. on every pound’s worth of merchandise imported or exported,
alien merchants being charged an extra 3s. on every ton of sweet wine, and an extra shilling on poundage on tin …
After the Restoration the ancient traditional rates were discarded, and the character of the levy was altered, tonnage
and poundage being levied at whatever rate parliament considered the exigencies of the time to require’ (Palgrave,
under Tonnage and Poundage).
Kress 1038; Wing E922; OCLC: 54155118 and 41481986 record copies at Yale and Minnesota respectively.
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45 [HUGHES, Thomas] & DOYLE, Richard, illustrator. THE SCOURING OF THE WHITE
HORSE; or, the Long Vacation Ramble of a London Clerk. By the author of “Tom Brown’s School
Days.” Cambridge: Macmillan and Co, and 23, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London. 1859.. £ 300

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xi, [1] blank, 244, , double-page title illustration and 18 text illustrations by Richard Doyle.
original blue cloth, blocked in gilt, gilt edges.

An unusually fine and bright copy of this decorative mid-Victorian binding that is more often than not found in
terrible condition.
Parrish, Charles Kingsley and Thomas Hughes, p. 114; King Victorian Decorated Bindings 1830-1880, item 30.

46 HUME, David. SAGGI FILOSOFICI SULL’ UMANO INTELLETTO di Davide Hume,
Volgarizzati. Tom. I [-II]. Pavia, Presso I Collettori coi tipi di Pietro Bizzoni, successore di Bolzani. 1820.

£ 2,000

FIRST ITALIAN TRANSLATION. Two volumes, 12mo, pp. 316; 295, [1] errata; with engraved frontispiece portrait of
Hume in vol. I; two minor unobtrusive wormholes in final gatherings of vol. I, otherwise apart from some minor marks in places, a clean
and crisp copy throughout; uncut in the original printed publisher’s wraps, lightly sunned and rubbed to extremities and spines, but not
detracting from this being an appealing copy of a rare translation.

Rare first Italian translations of two of Hume’s works,
Enquiry concerning Human Understanding (1748) and Life
(1777) and a further translation of his Dissertation on the
Passions from the Four Dissertations.
The Philosophical Essays concerning Human Understanding was
one of Hume’s rarest works, the title of which was later
changed to Enquiry concerning Human Understanding. Hume
had intended it to replace Book I of the Treatise, in an
attempt to convey its central ideas in a more elegant form
and to reach a wider audience. Against the advice of
Henry Home, he decided to include the earlier Essay on
Miracles, which he had considered publishing in the Treatise
in an earlier form but which he had withheld from fear of
giving offence. This time he declared his ‘indifference
about all the consequences that may follow’ (Greig I, p.
111). 
‘In the Philosophical Essays Hume achieved a new plane of
lucid philosophical exposition … The Philosophical Essays is
a work of art, polished and impersonal’ (Mossner, p. 175).
The present Italian editions though issued separately and complete in themselves were published as vol’s XIV &
XV of the Collezione dei Classici Metafisici. Founded by Defendente Sacchi (1796-1840) and Luigi Rolla, this was the
first Italian series devoted to classic philosophical texts and included translations of works by Descartes, Condillac,
Locke, Malebranche & Kant.
Jessop pp. 21, 36 & 40; OCLC records three copies, at McGill, National library of Scotland and the Biblioteca
Comunable di Trento.
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47 JOHNSON, Samuel. RASSELAS … with engravings , by A.
Raimbach from pictured by R. Smirke, R.A. London, Published by
William Miller, Albermarle-Street; and sold by Manners and Miller, and
Archibald Constable and Co., Edinburgh. The Letter Press by James
Ballantyne, Edinburgh. 1805.                                                        £ 450

LARGE PAPER EDITION. 4to, pp. [2], iii, [1], 197, [1] blank, 4 hand coloured
engraved plates and a vignette head-piece by A. Raimbach after R. Smirke, modern
maroon straight grain morocco, spine in compartment, two lettered in gilt; gilt top; preserved
in a custom made box.

This very fine edition is now known to have been edited by Sir Walter Scott,
an attribution given further weight by being the edition that entered Scott's
library at Abbotford.  In 1805, The Lay of the Last Minstrel, also printed by
Ballantyne, captured wide public imagination, and his career as a writer was
established in spectacular fashion. Also spectacular was the financial crash
that hit Scott twenty years later when the Ballantyne printing business, of
which Scott was the only partner with a financial interest, came to a dramatic
end.
Fleeman, J.D. Johnson, 59.4R/45a.; see also Sir Walter Scott, “Editor” of
“Rasselas” Gwin J. Kolb Modern Philology, Vol. 89, No. 4 (May, 1992), pp. 515-518.

48 JONES, Owen illustrator and [CALVERLEY, Charles Stuart]. SUNDAY ALPHABET BY
CSC. Day and Son, Lithographers to the Queen, 6 Gate St, Lincoln-Inn Fields, London. [1861]. £ 450

Oblong 8vo [14.5 x 19.5] , 32 leaves printed on recto only in colours and gold; original ochre blind stamped and decorated cloth, gilt,
gilt edges; with the printed ticket ‘Bound by Leighton, Son and Hodge.’

A delightfully produced alphabet book designed by the high priest of Victorian chromolithography Owen Jones. 
The author of the text is Charles Stuart Calverley (1831-1884) who is best
remembered for his light and satirical verse. Jones is at his lightest and
best, his decorated letters and flourishes tend to disguise, or indeed
sanctify, Calverley lines which sail dangerously close to being interpreted
as satirical.
N. Nazareth the town where Mary sped
With Jesus in His Infant days
How spotless there the life He led
While heavenly Wisdom marked His ways
No passions rude or temper wild
Ever disturbed that Holy Child.
OCLC locates copies at Cambridge, Birmingham; Yale, Vassar,
Pennsylvania, LOC, Texas and Toronto.

49 JONES, Owen Illustrator & GRAY, Thomas. GRAY’S ELEGY London: Longman and Co.
New York Wiley and Putnam. 1846. £ 485

8vo,[26 x 18cm], 18 leaves printed in colours and gold on thick card original heavily embossed bevelled leather binding, decorated with
intertwined holly design enclosing title on upper cover and Owen Jones monogram on back cover.

A fine example of Jones’s decorative work in its distinctive
embossed bindings.
‘In 1846 Longman published Gray’s Elegy, illuminated by
Owen Jones: the first secular book wholly illuminated by
him, the first with the name of a New York publisher (Wiley
& Putnam) on the title-page as well as that of the English
publisher, and the first to be issued in a special kind of
binding chiefly used for illuminated books. The binding is in
brown leather deeply embossed to imitate carved wood: the
design, which is overall, consists of holly leaves and ‘Gray’s
Elegy’ in gothic lettering in a panel on the front, and holly
leaves and Owen Jones’s monogram on the back, and must
have been built up underneath the leather as well as being
embossed on it. There is no gold (or colour) on the sides,
but the flat edges and ‘squares’ are tooled in gold and the
edges of the paper are gilt. The binding was executed by
Remnant & Edmonds, who had for several years specialized
in fancy binding for Albums and Gift books. The Illuminations, in Owen Jones’s characteristic spidery style, are
chromolithographed in two blues, two reds, black and gold.’ [McLean]
See Ruari McLean  Victorian book Design 1972, p, 91 King Victorian Decorated Bindings 1830-1880 Item 46.
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Collection of Juvenile tales ‘for the Amusement of Young Masters and Misses

50 [JUVENILE]. THE HISTORY OF TOMMY PLAYLOVE AND JACKY LOVEBOOK.
Wherein is shown the superiority of virtue over vice, However dignified by Birth and Fortune.
Embellished with elegant cuts. Glasgow: Published by J. Lumsden & Son. 1819.

[bound with:] THE DISCREET PRINCESS; or, The Adventures of Finetta. An Entertaining Story for the
Amusement of Young Masters and Misses. Glasgow: Published by J. Lumsden & Son. 1818.

[bound with:] THE TRIUMPH OF GOODNATURE, exhibited in the History of Master Harry Fairborn,
and Master Trueworth. Interspersed with Tales and Fables. Embellished with elegant cuts. Glasgow:
Published by J. Lumsden & Son. [n.d., c. 1818].

[bound with:] THE VALENTINE’S GIFT; or a Plan to enable Children of all Denominations to behave
with honour, integrity, and humanity. To which is added some account of old zigzag, and of the horn
which he used to understand the language of birds, beasts, fishes, and insects. Glasgow: Published by J.
Lumsden & Son. [n.d., c. 1818].

[bound with:] THE HISTORY OF SINBAD, The Sailor. Containing an Account of his seven surprising
voyages. Glasgow: Published by J. Lumsden & Son. [n.d., c. 1818]. £ 950

Together five works in one volume, 12mo, pp. 51, with woodcut frontispiece and 12 circular woodcuts within the text; 57, with woodcut
frontispiece and 12 circular woodcuts within the text; 70, with woodcut frontispiece and 13 circular woodcuts within the text; 67, with
woodcut frontispiece and 14 circular woodcuts within the text; 50, with woodcut frontispiece and seven woodcuts within the text; in clean
fresh state throughout; attractively bound in later mottled calf, spine and boards tooled and ruled in gilt, spine with label lettered in gilt,
some rubbing, but still a very appealing copy.

An attractive little collection of juvenile tales reprinted by the Glasgow publisher James Lumsden.
J. Lumsden and Son was a Scottish engraving and publishing firm founded in 1783 by James Lumsden, most known
for its short runs of high quality printings of children’s books. When James Lumsden retired in 1810 the firm was
taken over by his son James Lumsden Junior (who in 1843 became the Lord Provost of Glasgow). The majority of
books produced by them were sold to affluent families in Scotland and Northern England with their average book
price of sixpence putting them beyond affordability for the average family.
The firm was one of the earliest to engage in the practice of releasing the same book under multiple-covers to
increase sales, this practice has now meant that books published by Lumsden are highly collectible.
I. OCLC records five copies at Toronto, UCLA, Princeton, Indiana and the Morgan; II. OCLC: 13412032; III.
OCLC: 31190080; IV. OCLC: 31190072; V. OCLC: 592153.

51 [KITCHEN FURNITURE]. NEUZEITLICHE KÜCHEN UND VORZIMMERWÄNDE.
[Germany or Austria, c. 1926]. £ 225

10 coloured lithographic plates on card, each measuring 450×240mm; contained within original printed card portfolio; light staining or
surface damage to 2 plates.

A good selection of designs (2 or occasionally 3 to a plate) for kitchen and hall furnishings on a scale of 1: 10.
including sideboards (with storage drawers for rice, sago, coffee etc.), dressers, cupboards,. tables, chairs and a pair
of hall stands all in high period style and depicted with various vases, pots, pans and other cooking utensils in place.
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Curiously, no publisher, manufacturer or even designer is given for any of these pieces, which, judging from their
obvious quality, must have been aimed at the upper end of the market. Interesting is the crockery displayed: One set
of cups and pots is clearly influenced by the Bauhaus.

52 KOCH, Alexander [publisher]. EINZELMÖBEL UND
NEUZEITLICHE RAUMKUNST. Herausgegeben von Alexander
Koch. Darmstadt, Verlagsanstalt Alexander Koch, [1930].

                                                                                             £ 350

Folio, pp. [viii], 183, [1], [8] index and advertisements, with 183 full-page half-tone
‘plates’ in pagination and one full-page colour illustration; original white cloth with a design
in black and red by Ludwig Kozma; bookplate of the designer Zaro Calabrese inside front
cover and his name in ink on opposite fly-leaf.

This book shows German designer furniture of the late 1920s, conceived by
prominent contemporary designers, such as Ludwig Kozma, Paul Griesser,
Fritz Breuhaus, Gabriel Guevrekian, P. Jeanneret, Le Corbusier, and Walther
Sobotka. Jo Vinecky of Breslau. They contributed some radical furniture made
of glass, tubular steel and the recently invented Panzerholz (Cuirass Wood),
which was produced of a special water-resistant cement, intimately joining foils
of sheet metal and wood so as to give a new homogeneous material of
construction. Many settings of the furniture indicate that the open plan living
space was becoming increasingly acceptable.

53 KOPPE, Johannes, architect. HALPERT & CO. [Leipzig] 1927.
                                                                                  £ 3,250

Oblong folio [280 x 350mm], 17 mounted photographs [180 x 230mm and smaller];
each mount stamped in purple ink ‘Architekt Johannes Koppe, Leipzig, Prendelstr.
17, Fernspecher 56530 - 55534.’ original padded black morocco album held with
chords.

An important photographic record of German Expressionist architecture
The photographs where taken in 1927 immediately after the completion of
a new factory and showrooms for the carpet, upholstery and fabric
company Halpert & Co. at Gera, south of Leipzig, .
The architect was Johannes Koppe (1883-1959) designed a unified group
of building containing, showrooms, finishing rooms, machine rooms and
factory floors that where all centred around two courtyards. For the
facades and interiors of the buildings Koppe provided for his client an
expressionist reworking of Moorish and oriental designs to decorate the
steel and concrete framed structure. Koppe clearly based his motifs on the
carpets and textiles that Halpert’s produced, melding these motifs with
neo-classical and baroque decoration. The combination of decorative
design lead to a curiously experimental, if slightly uncomfortably structure
that had few precedents and probably no successors.
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The interiors, window grills, lighting decorations and other detailing is of a lighter kind and not as intense as the
exterior architectural elements. This interior work is of a different quality and may be the work of Koppe’s partner
Otto Hellriegel (1891-1960). With many contemporary German architects tending to specialise in particular types of
building, individual idiosyncrasies were much cultivated, especially so in the immediate post First World War period.
Expressionism in German architecture was largely confined to this very short post war period before a reactionary
force halted this exuberance.
Johannes Koppe (1883-1959) was a native of
Leipzig; and studied at the institute of
technology in Karlsruhe and latter at the
University of Munich. It was in at Karlsruhe
between 1906 and 1908 that he worked under
the important Art Nouveau architect and
designer Hermann Billing (1867-1946). 
During his time Koppe learnt his trade and
developed his own style in several branches of
architectural work. He was at this time known
to have worked with the brothers Max and
Bruno Taut who became important contributors
to futuristic ideals and techniques of the avante-
garde. In 1913 Koppe set up his own
architectural practice at Leipzig with his brother
Robert. They specialised chiefly in the
construction of domestic housing and small
estates but by 1923, after a period of service in
the war, Koppe dissolved this partnership and
went into new partnership with his employee
Otto Hellriegel (1891-1960). 
The work on the Halpert factory would have been one of their earliest joint projects, and this may have resulted in
the unusual combination of exoticism and tension factory design became. It was with Otto Hellriegel that the
partnership flourished to become the most prominent industrial architects of Leipzig. They continued to work on
industrial work and small housing estates until the late 1950s. 
A large number of original plans for the construction of apartment and domestic buildings by this architectural
partnership are now conserved in the Leipzig archives although is appears that Koppe’s and Hellreigel industrial
work have been lost. Unfortunately Halpert & Co. factory and much, if not almost all, of their industrial work
before 1930 were destroyed during the Second World War. Nothing of the buildings in these photographs today
survives. 
The Halpert family were brave enough to expand their business in the 1920’s and must have been doing quite well
for they also commissioned at this time the Bauhaus architect Thilo Schoder (1888-1979) to design them a new
home. This building survives and is clearly influenced on the work of Frank Lloyd Wright. Considering that both
factory and house were built at the same time it is possible -
even within the territorial bounds of architects - that some
part of the factory building involved Schoder’s ideas. Being
Jewish the Halpert’s forced out of their factory and home to
the Nazi’s in 1933.
The photographs in the album show:-
1) View looking north-west along Friedericistraße including
the facade and elevated communication walkway with the
older buildings
2) Anther view of the main facade taken from the south-east
with Koppe advertising sign in the distance
3) The main entrance on Friedericistraße with the gates open
4) Another view of the entrance showing the gates shut
5) A view of the elevation further along Friedericistraße with
plainer decoration 
6) The courtyard showing the entrance to the ‘Kontor’
7) the decorative entrance foyer to the ‘Kontor’
8) brick-lined connecting corridor to the courtyard
9) exterior of the main engine house
10) interior of the engine house
11) a warehouse floor at the top of the building 
12 another view of the same
13) The main showroom with sample carpets in roles and at
the back of the room the sales staff
14-16) three further showrooms and public areas.
17) a view over the building looking east towards the centre of
Gera
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54 LANDÉ, Richard. MODERNE FASSADEN IN FARBINGER DARSTELLUNG in Farbinger
Darstellung … achtzehn tafeln in dreifarben-druck mit drei grundrisstafeln. Leipzig Deutcher Architektur
Verlag 1900. £ 2,400

Folio, pp. 4; 21 leaves of plates including 18 in three-colour
printing and 3 in outline in three fasicules, each with printed blue
wrappers; original half light blue cloth and black paper portfolio,
the upper cover with an inlaid colour print and lettered in light
blue. 

Landé published several works between 1900 and 1910
including editing the periodical Der Profanbau, Zeitschrift
für Architektur und Bauwesen from about 1905. We have
been unable to trace any buildings or much
information on Landé mainly one feels from
depredations of the Second World War.
What is clear is his enthusiasm for using the latest
colour printing technology in promoting architectural
design that persuasively replicated the use of colour in
contemporary architectural design
Probably every architect has had the experience that his
audience usually a understands better a colour
illustration than even the best line drawing. A
perspective view can be incomprehensible to the
laymen, and often blames such a fact on the
unclearness of line work. It so happens that the
published works of architecture in recent years often
contain coloured leaves in larger quantities. This prior
work however was often distorted as too much of the
work was in the hands of that lithographers. The new
technique of three-colour printing process and the
photomechanical reproduction of the original colour without the intervention of the lithograph, makes it possible to
contour and colour exactly reflect what the architect has presented itself. In this regard, this little work make a start
and I hope that many colleagues can now show off something new, because the three-colour printing, so far as I
know, has for architectural works not yet found a use. Moreover, I ask the gentlemen to lenient assessment of my
work, which often had to take into account the wishes of the client. I can not help, in conclusion to express my
thanks to the Kunstanstalt Meisenbach Riffarth Sc. Co. for the careful treatment of their task and for the large
professional services rendered during the many earlier attempts and trials, and it is to them that this publication was
made possible.’ [free translation of the introduction]
OCLC records copies at Basel and Mannheim with only a digitised copy at the Getty

Recipes for Icecreams, Sirups and Sorbets

55 LANDRIANI, Gioseffantonio. LA PRATICA DEL
DISTILLATORE E CONFETTIERE ITALIANO. Ancona, presso
Arcangelo e figlio Sartori, 1816.                                                          £ 750

12mo, pp. 95, printed on blue paper; title and final leaf a little spotted, pp. 23/4 with
paperflaw resulting in the loss of a few letters; partly uncut in contemporary blue boards, spine a
bit worn and with worming to hinges.

Contrary to the title the recipes given in this book are not for distillates, but for
sirups, icecream, sorbets, fruit confections, caramel, cordials, ratafias, and Eau de
Cologne. Detailed instructions are given for the production of gelati in the shape of
various fruits - still a mainstay of the elegant Italian gelateria. The second part is
devoted to various recipes for marzipan, and the manufacture of marzipan fruits
and vegetables. Smaller sections deal with liqueurs and flavoured drinks. First
published in 1785 in Pavia, this little handbook for confectioners was reprinted
with alterations and additions up to 1827; all editions are rare.
The author was chef to the Count Vistarino near Pavia. The family introduced
the Pinot Noir grape to their vast estate Rocca de’Giorgi and are still among the
leading up-market wine makers of Northern Italy.
B.IN.G number 1084 (‘1a edizione’); this edition not in OCLC or ICCU; OCLC
locates one copy of the first edition in New York Public Library, a copy of the
Milan 1820 edition at UCLA, and a Naples, 1823 edition, in the Wellcome.
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56 [LANDSCAPE GAME]. MYRIORAMA, A Collection of Many Hundred Landscapes, Designed
by Mr. Clark, London: Published by Samuel Leigh, 1824. £ 2,000

16 hand-coloured aquatint cards with grey wash borders top and bottom, (numbered 1-16 at the bottom, each measuring 69×200mm.),
forming an interchangeable panoramic landscape view; contained within original pink box, original pictorial hand-coloured engraved
label on upper cover, (box lightly rubbed, light spotting to most cards); preserved in modern glass toped cloth box. Provenace: Percy H.
Muir?

First Series of this infinitely versatile game designed by Mr. Clark. “The Myriorama is a moveable Picture, capable of
forming an almost endless variety of Picturesque Scenery” boasts the publisher’s leaflet to the Second Series. In
fact, this series of 16 interchangeable views of ruins, vales, rustics, sea views and homely cottages may be arranged
in any order to create an almost infinite variety of panoramic picturesque landscapes. Whilst the Second Series
concentrates on a Classical Italian landscape this first series is stolidly English, dwelling on the resolute charms of
sheep filled vales, thatched cottages, weeping willows, ruined castles and the distant sight of His Majesty’s Navy. 
A scarce item, originally quite highly priced at 15 shillings when published, and now rare, especially in such original
condition.

57 LEECH, John. MR BRIGGS & HIS DOINGS. FISHING. London: Published by Bradbury and
Evans, 11 Bouverie Street, Fleet Street [1860]. £ 1,250

Folio, [460 × 320 mm], 12 hand coloured lithograph plates heightened in gum arabic; original ochre printed wrappers with additional
caricature; preserved in brown half morocco by Zaehnsdorf, gilt top, spine lettered in gilt, worn at extremities.

‘Leech created a dramatis personae of loveable
characters who were instantly recognizable to the
Victorian public: the sturdy British householder,
the henpecked husband, the plain spinster, the
intrepid sportsman Mr Briggs, the Brook Green
volunteer, and the dandified and time-serving
flunky James. The last was really the creation of
the Punch contributor Thackeray in 1845, but
Leech was to continue it for many years. His
holidays were spent among his sporting friends
hunting, shooting, and fishing in the shires, a rich
quarry for his humour and sketches, often
including landscape.’
The work was advertised as being enlarged
through a new process by the Electro-Block
Printing Company. Apparently an impression was
taken from the original wood blocks on rubber
this was then stretched to a required larger size
from which the image was re-transferred to a
larger lithographic stone. Leech was quite taken by the process and held two exhibitions of ‘sketches in oil’ works
printed on canvas and coloured by the Artist, at the Egyptian Hall and the Auction Mart in London in 1862 Despite
the name of the process it required no electricity and was soon superseded by photo-lithography.
Houfe John Leech and the Victorian Scene 1984, No. 149; Tooley, 299; Westwood & Satchell, p.133.
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Plans for a Private Lunatic Asylum

58 [LONDON ASYLUM]. EDWARDS, P. & J. architects NORTHUMBERLAND HOUSE,
STOKE NEWINGTON. London [1829]. £ 6,500

A series of six hand pen and ink architectural plans and elevations 62 x 96 cm, sectioned in eight and mounted on canvas with
marbled endpapers; each titled in ink:- Basement, Ground Plan; One Pair Plan; Roofs; Sections; and Elevation; folding into original
burgundy morocco slipcase, lettered in gilt. 

Although Northumberland House was in operation as a lunatic asylum for over a century little seems to have been
documented of its history.

Northumberland House, when built in 1822 to the south of the New River on the east side of Green Lanes in Stoke
Newington, was probably originally conceived as a private dwelling but the possibilities of the site in the semi-rural
north London soon saw the conversion into a private asylum. In 1829 the Metropolitan Commission of Lunacy
‘noted that the House admitted its first patient in 1813’ at which time it may have been under the supervision of the
Quaker Dr Edward Long Fox. The Quaker poet Bernard Barton (1784-1849) wrote in 1827 A Poet’s Appeal for an
Asylum at Stoke Newington as part of a fund raising Bazaar. Clearly funds were forthcoming as the Asylum had
opened in 1829. 
‘The majority of asylums were purpose-built because of the belief that the insane were best treated away from their
own homes in an environment, which was specifically designed to meet their treatment requirements. Lunacy
reformers and medical practitioners of the nineteenth century were largely concerned with therapeutic and
humanitarian means of treating patients rather than promoting custodial regimes. This was manifested in a
prominently held conviction that the asylum institution possessed inherently redemptive powers, drawn in large part
from the ornamental landscape laid out for therapeutic uses, in which the building was firmly rooted. Superficially
the purpose-built asylum estate appeared to be based on the model of the country house estate, which was still a
popular and developing model of domestic residence for the wealthy classes. [Sarah Rutherford The Landscapes of
Public Lunatic Asylums, In England, 1808-1914, PhD Thesis, De Montfort University, 2003].
The two elevations and six plans show how the rooms in
Northumberland House were to accommodate the better
classes of patient. 
The building was modelled after a late Georgian Palladian
country house of three stories with wings either side of
two stories. The central block which was to
accommodate the Birkett family who then looked after
the patients together with their staff. This part of the
house included a central hall and stairwell with drawing
room, dining room, kitchen and parlour on the ground
Floor. On the second floor are a drawing room, a
combined ‘Surgery & Library’ and three bedrooms, these
latter probably for Birkett family who then looked after
the patients. A third storey of the central block has a
dressing room and four further bedrooms possibly
allocated to nursing staff.
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Both wings of the ground floor accommodated eighteen ‘Ladies Aparts. that ran off from a central above these the
wings of the first floor contained twenty-one ‘Gents Aparts.’ A cellar under the right hand wing included the
kitchen with a large oven, a scullery, housekeepers room various cellars including a coal cellar.
The left of the main block was a two storied building which on the ground floor included the usual ‘offices’
including the coach house, stables, cow house, drying room, two sitting rooms and an open paved walk, a wall
continues around to form a block with the house which included two gardens, one each for ladies and gentlemen
separated by a central wall.
Above these offices are five other gentlemen’s apartments and two sitting rooms. These being situated above the
stables and out of sight and ear of the main block it these rooms were probably designated to noisy and/or noisome
patients. 
The patients rooms are almost all of a uniform size measuring of 10 x 10 feet containing a fireplace, a window and
accessed by a door from a gallery. The gallery could only be entered through a room that would have been guarded
by member of the staff. 
Some idea of this early period can be garnered from the reports of the visiting commissioners. In July 1829 It was
noted that ‘Divine service is performed every Sunday. The house is in good order with the exception of the Crib
Room which is very offensive, nor does the keeper sleep sufficiently near to it.’ A visit in October reported they
‘Found the house in good order. The defect complained of in the last Report with respect to the Crib Room seems
remedied. Divine service every Sunday. In
February 1830 they ‘Found the house in
good order and the Crib Rooms much
improved, but attention should be given to
the repairing of the windows whenever they
may be broken’ and in April that ‘This house
is in good order considering that extensive
alterations are carrying on. Prayers read
every Sunday’ Clearly the house was housing
patients even though it was still under
construction! 
The asylum was under the supervision of
Richard Birkett who looked after 40 private
patients but no parish pauper patients were
accommodated or even contemplated. An
1835 prospectus showed the charges for
accommodation from £1 11s 6d to 5 guineas
and another similar prospectus for 1839
describes the quality of lunatic the Birkett’s
were attracting:- Prospectus of Northumberland House Asylum, Green Lanes, Stoke Newington for the reception of a limited
number of persons mentally afflicted, under the immediate superintendence of Mr. and Mrs. Birkett, and respectable domestic attendants.

Further references to the Asylum periodically appear in the press, usually due to false imprisonment through
influence by families looking to place their difficult relatives out of sight and mind through the helpful guidance of
sympathetic doctors. 
The Birkett family ran Northumberland House until 1877, when it was taken over as a going concern by Dr Alonzo
Stocker the owner of Peckham House Ayslum. He had originally worked at the Grove Hall Private Lunatic Asylum
in Bow, the largest establishment in London, when he was admitted as a member of the Association of Medical
Oflicers of Asylums and Hospitals for the Insane in 1864. It was probably in the Stocker period that some more
substantive alterations were made to the patient’s accommodation, these are marked out in pencil and include
general improvement including the introduction of a bath, toilets and indoor plumbing. Stocker acquired a new
lease in 1906 but died in 1912. After Dr Stocker’s death the asylum was retained by the family until the site was
acquired by the London County Council in 1954 and demolished to make way for a housing estate.
The plans are signed ‘P. & J. Edwards, Clapton Pond’ who appear to have been local builder/architects although we
have been unable to find anything about them or their work. 
The Asylum is now remembered, if remembered at all, by accommodating T.S. Elliot’s wife Vivienne Haigh-Wood
Eliot (1888-1947) who was committed in 1938 and died at Northumberland House from either a heart attack or
from an overdose. Stevie Smith also remembered the asylum house in her a poem poem ‘Northumberland House.

59 [LONDON] HAVELL, Robert, Jun. A PANORAMA OF LONDON. Taken from Nature by R.
Havell, Jun. London: Published by Havell & Co. 79, Newman Street, Oxford Street MDCCXXIV [ 1824].

£ 9,500

Hand-coloured aquatint strip panorama, consisting of publisher’s label at extreme right with modern stay and six sheets all conjoined,
measuring 84 x 4,200 mm, with title 84 x 4295 overall; a few old tears skilfully repaired and some minor soiling; in original treen
case with a laquered aquatint label with a patriotic design consists of Fame, blowing a trumpet from which is suspended the title the
royal crown, and below are the arms of the Corporation of London, Royal Arms, Union flag, and an abundance of relevant symbols:
Industry (hive), Trade (ship), Plenty (cornucopia), Justice (fasces), Fortitude (lion), Agriculture (corn), maritime steadfastness (anchor),
civic patronage (sword and mace), and military preparedness (cannon, lance and military drum).
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The view commences at Vauxhall in order to show the recently built Vauxhall Bridge (opened 1816) and Millbank
Penitentiary (opened 1822). It extends as far east as the London Docks and St John Wapping. The recently built
Waterloo and Southwark Bridges (opened 1817 and 1819 respectively) are depicted. There is no sign of New
London Bridge, the building of which commenced in 1823. River traffic featured in the print includes the
Richmond Steam Yacht the Margate Steam Yacht, the French Steam Yacht, the Leith Steam Yacht, all crowded
with excursionists, and the personal yacht of the eccentric Wapping biscuit-maker, Alderman Sir William Curtis
M.P. Off Millbank are to be seen six ‘four-oared pleasure galleys’ partaking in a rowing match (presumably the
Doggett’s Coat and Badge Race?), and off Bank Side a civic procession of City ceremonial barges. The river is
crowded with yachts, colliers, hay barges, Thames barges, and Peter boats.
The copper plate for this panorama was auctioned at Geo. Jones & Co. on 27 May 1828 (91), on the dissolution of
Robert Havell Senior and Robert Havell Junior’s partnership. Robert Havell Junior, however, appears to have
retained the plate, for it also features in S. Leigh Sotheby’s sale for 18 July 1838 (36). On this latter occasion Havell
was disposing of copper plates and copyrights prior to emigrating to the United States. A facsimile of the extremely
rare printed booklet is included with the panorama. 
Abbey, Life, 485. 

60 [LONDON MAP]. CARY, John. CARY’S NEW AND ACCURATE PLAN OF LONDON
AND WESTMINSTER the Borough of Southwark and parts adjacent; viz. Kensington, Chelsea,
Islington, Hackney, Walworth, Newington, &c. on a Scale of Six inches and a half to a Mile; with an
Alphabetical list of upwards of 500 of the most considerable Streets, with references to their Situation and
Plans of the the New London & East & West India Docks London: printed for Jnº Cary, Engraver, and
Map-seller Nº 181 near Norfolk street, Strand. Corrected to Nov 1st 1815. £ 2,500
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Large folding engraved map [825 × 1,550 mm.] hand-coloured in outline segmented into 33 sections; old ink stain affecting the top
right hand corner folding into original green marbled slipcase, upper side with engraved label and octagonal engraved ticket ‘sold by C.
Smith, Mapseller, Nº 172, Strand.’

A very nice example of this map showing London at the end of the Regency period of George IV. The map had to
be extended in 1811 to accommodate the development of Docks on the Isle of Dogs and here in 1813 to show
Regent’s Park and the Regent’s Canal moving eastwards.
Howgego 184. (13).

61 McNEVIN, John. SOUVENIR OF THE GREAT EXHIBITION comprised in Six Authentic
Coloured Interiors after drawings by J. McNevin… in chromolithography by Messrs. Thomas Picken,
William Simpson, R.K. Thomas, and E. Walker. London: Ackermann and Co., 96 Strand [Day & Son,
Lithrs. to the Queen] December 31st, [1851]. £ 5,500

Folio [50 x 37 cm] printed upper wrapper and 6 chromolithographs finished in colours by hand; Preserved in a modern blue cloth box,
the upper cover lettered in gilt.

A fine series of six plates were produced at the height of Exhibition fever by the elusive British American artist
John McNevin.

The numbered views comprise:-
1. The British Department, viewed towards the Transept. Chromolithographed by R.K.Thomas. - 2. The British
Department, viewed from the Transept. Chromolithographed by W. Simpson. - 3. The Foreign Department, viewed
towards the Transept. Chromolithographed by T. Picken. - 4. The Foreign Department, Viewed from the Transept.
Chromolithographed by E. Walker. - 5. The Transept from the Grand Entrance. Chromolithographed by W.
Simpson. - 6. The Transept towards the Grand Entrance. Chromolithographed by W. Simpson.
John McNevin is a shadowy figure who worked in watercolour and produced a number of topographic prints from
the 1830s through to the 1860s. His anonymity is also not helped by his name being spelt in various way - The
Victoria & Albert Museum refer to ‘McNeven.’ 
He supplied a number of topographical views in the 1840s for Edward Twycross’ The Mansions of England and Wales
1846-1850 and had traveled to Naples in 1852 as his views of the eruption of Vesuvius that year where exhibited at
that Cyclorama in London during 1854. He emigrated to the United States sometime in the 1850s where he is
described as ‘An obscure and historical painter and illustrator working in New York City in the 1850s.’ (Frémonthe)
In New York McNevin produced another body of work including wood engravings for Harper’s Weekly and
covered events of the American Civil War. The style of his work is quite distinctive and but to our knowledge no
one has identified the ‘two’ artist as one and the same person. See The Letters of Jessie Benton Frémont 1993 p.105.
Abbey Scenery 245.
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62 [MARLBOROUGH, John Churchill, first duke of]. OLIVER’S
POCKET LOOKING-GLASS, NEW FRAM’D AND CLEAN’D, to give a
clear view of the great modern colossus, begun by K. C-; carry’d on by K. J-;
augmented by K. W-; and now finish’d, in order to be thrown down in the
glorious R- of Q.A-. [London;] Printed in the Year, 1711.                             £ 135

8vo, pp. [2], 1-4, 9-78 (i.e. 74, without interruption of text), [2] blank cloth backed boards.

One of many publication following Swift’s attack on John Churchill, first duke of
Marlborough (1650–1722) at the end of 1711.
‘Jonathan Swift published his Conduct of the Allies in late November, arguing that the
whole war had been a whig plot led by Marlborough and his foreign friends to enrich
themselves at the expense of England’s Treasury … Given the heated atmosphere of
party politics during the parliamentary recess and the charges of improper conduct that
were brewing, the queen dismissed Marlborough from all his offices on 30 December
1711. In the following months Marlborough was publicly attacked from all sides in the
press. ‘ [ODNB]
Goldsmiths’ 4830.

The Pyjama Factory

63 MARSCHNER, Alfred. AL-MA. STRICK- UND WIRKWARENFABRIK. Wien. VI.
Hornbostelgase 3 [cover title]. [Vienna, c. 1930].  £ 350

Oblong 4to album of 25 half-plate silver bromide photos mounted on cream
cards with captions blocked in gold; mounts occasional with marginal dusting;
original cord-bound cloth boards, front cover lettered in gilt and with company
logo.

A very attractive album containing 25 photographs depicting the
factory and products of the Marschner company of Vienna,
manufacturers of undergarments and nightwear.
Probably produced for leading clients or shareholders in the firm,
the album contains photographs showing the machinery of the
factory, the conditions of the (almost exclusively female) workers,
the workers’ dining hall, the distribution of the products, and a
display of the various night garments. The album gives an
interesting insight into the type of work available to women in
1920s Austria.

64 [MINTON POTTERY AND PORCELAIN FACTORY]. CERAMIC PATTERN BOOK.
[Stoke-on-Trent, circa 1885]. £ 3,850

4to, 199 designs for plates (including one for a tea cup) in lithography, ink and wash, including gold, with captions in ink and stamped
numbers; finger-spotting and minor soiling; mounted; later half-calf over cloth-covered boards; a little rubbed.

A fine pattern book from the archives of this major British ceramics manufacturer.
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Founded in the late 18th century, Minton became the closest rival to Spode, and improved bone china. In the
Victorian era veritable artists, such as A. W. N. Pugin, Sir Henry Cole, and Prince Albert contributed to the designs.
From the 1860s oriental designs were applied, reminiscent of Chinese cloisonné enamels, Japanese lacquer and
ivories, Islamic metalwork and Turkish pottery. Christopher Dresser worked for Minton from about 1860 to the
1880s as art advisor and designer, who developed the Japanese cloisonnée lines of pottery. 
‘Dresser’s designs and Minton’s unrivalled technical prowess led to the creation of some of the most striking and
original ceramics produced in England in the nineteenth century …’ (Max Donnelly, At Home with Christopher
Dresser, in: Antiques, December 2009, p. 69). The printing technique used for the outlines of the designs must be the
same used to transfer the designs onto the plates in the Minton china works. 

65 MORRIS & COMPANY. [MARILLIER, Henry Currie]. A
BRIEF SKETCH OF THE MORRIS MOVEMENT and of the Firm
Founded by William Morris to Carry Out His Designs and the Industries
Revived or Started by Him. Written to commemorate the firms’ Fiftieth
Anniversary in June 1911. London: Privately Printed for Morris &
Company, Decorators, Ltd. 449, Oxford St. and Merton Abbey, Surrey.
[Chiswick Press] MCMXI [1911].                                                       £ 95

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp 63 [1] imprint; photogravure frontispiece and 7 half-tone
plates; original printed grey wrappers.

A nicely produced booklet given to prospective customers with illustrations of
their works at Merton Abbey.
Interestingly the new owner probably felt that competing modern designs were
causing his company to decline, this may not have been helped by the Morris
shop being sited opposite the newly opened emporium of Selfridges. ‘The
question is sometimes asked: “Do people still buy Morris goods?” the answer is
“yes,” and in larger numbers than ever… in Germany. there is a growing fashion
for them, owing to the reaction against “Art nouveau” and Viennese checker-
board designs.’ (p. 60)

66 [MUZZEY, Artemas Bowers]. THE ENGLISH MAIDEN: her moral and domestic duties.
London: George Bell, 186, Fleet-Street. 1841. £ 325

FIRST BRITISH EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, 228, [4] adverts; in the original pink publisher’s cloth, spine lettered in gilt and
boards with a central gilt garland motif, some soiling and foxing to cloth, but still an appealing copy. 

Scarce first British appearance (first published in Boston the previous year) of
this moral and domestic guide for women, set out under such chapters as ‘The
capacities of Woman’, ‘Home’, ‘Society’, ‘Conjugal and Maternal duties’ and
the ‘Trials of Woman - and Her Solace’.
‘The influence of woman on the Intellectual condition of the world is by no
means small, or unimportant. Literature is indebted for many of its most
excellent productions to her pen. Science owes much to her. It was the wife of
Galvani, whose observation first drew his attention to those phenomena that
led to the discovery of that science which bears his name. Miss Herschel, sister
of the distinguished astronomer, received a gold medal from the Astronomical
Society, in token of gratitude for her contributions to their great work. In how
many seminaries of learning has woman been the chief instrument in forming
the minds of the youth, not only of her own, but of both sexes!’ (pp. 27-8).
The work, although initialled at the end of the advertisement ‘H.G.C.’ [ie.
Henry G. Clarke] is actually by Artemas Bowers Muzzey (1802-1892), a prolific
author of religious and inspirational tracts. After graduating from Harvard in
1824 and then the divinity school in 1828 he became a Unitarian minister and
pastor of churches in Framingham, Cambridge and Newburyport,
Massachusetts, and Concord, New Hampshire. Amongst his many works he
wrote Moral Teacher (1839), The Fireside (1849), The Blade and the Ear: Thoughts for
a Young Man (1864), The Higher Education (1871) and Immortality in the Light of
Scripture and Science (1876).
OCLC records three copies, at the Bodleian, Cambridge and the BL.

67 NEWHOUSE, Charles B. THE ROADSTERS ALBUM. London: Published by Messrs. Fores,
41, Piccadilly, corner of Sackville St. Jany 2nd, 1845 1845. £ 6,500

Folio, hand-coloured aquatint title and 16 plates plates; original green cloth, upper cover blocked in blind and gilt lettered, rebacked
preserving original spine; bookplate of Hawkesyard Priory.
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This delightful work was doubtless conceived during the last days of the stagecoach. Although the railway was
reaching a zenith of speculation at the time, this work was published in 1845, no inkling of modernity intrudes into
the plates.
Abbey, Life 407.

68 NEWHOUSE, Charles B. SCENES ON THE ROAD [cover title]. London, Thomas McLean,
1835. £ 7,850

Oblong folio, 18 hand-coloured aquatint plates by R. G. Reeve after drawings by Newhouse; later red half-morocco; front cover and
spine (with raised bands) lettered in gilt, marbled endpapers; a little worn.

The watercolourist Charles B. Newhouse (1805-1877) ingeniously illustrates the excitement of nineteenth century
stagecoach travel through the English countryside, not sparing us from all sorts of accidents and mishaps. 
Abbey, Life 406; see Stiltzer p. 192; not in OCLC.
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A Working School for Poor Children in London

69 [ORPHANS]. A PLAN FOR THE ESTABLISHING A WORKING-SCHOOL, for the
Maintenance, Education, and Employment of Poor Children, especially Orphans. And also Rules for the
Execution and good Government thereof. Proposed to the Consideration of all who are or may be
Subscribers thereto. London, John Ward, 1758. £ 2,250

FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. 15, [1]; margins a little dusted in places, printed on heavy paper; in early nineteenth century half calf
over marbled boards, rebacked with spine lettered in gilt; with the armorial bookplate of Ferguson of Raith on front pastedown; a very
appealing copy.

Rare first edition of the Plan for the establishing a Working-School in which the author proposes a school for poor
children, especially orphans, from the ages of six to fourteen years old, the plan containing the rules covering such
matters as diet, medical inspection, education, work to be undertaken etc.
The Orphan Working School was established by a group of nonconformists in 1758, at Hoxton, for the reception
of 20 destitute boys. In 1771 it moved to the City Road and two years later a building was erected for 35 boys and
35 girls. By 1846 1,236 children, both boys and girls, had been received into the institution when it was proposed to
move the school again, this time to a healthier position at Haverstock Hill, in the vicinity of Belsize Park. In 1988
the school, now called the Royal Alexandra and Albert School, was relocated in Reigate (Surrey).
This was one of several similar proposals for social reform, including the establishment of charitable institutions for
poor children in London during the 1750s. [See, e.g. others by Fielding, Hanway, Massie and Saunders Welch]. The
present proposal was evidently based on purely philanthropic and Christian (but non-denominational) motives.
‘Amongst the various objects calling for compassion, and the aids of charity, poor children, especially orphans,
always have been justly esteemed some of the principal,’ claims the author of the present Plan. ‘Witness, amongst
other excellent institutions, the great number of charity schools, in and about this city, erected and supported with
the kindest design, and at no small expence. And yet experience has long shown, how ineffectual these are to
promote their valuable intention; how little they answer the expence at which they are carried on. Their defects are
too obvious to need enumerating; the subject of daily complaint; and lamented most by those who are most
conversant in such matters. Children are formed for stations above what Providence designed them, or the public
good requires. In the intervals between learning, they are left exposed to all the snares of indigence, evil example,
and bad company. And for want of being trained to industry and diligence, contract habits of sloth and idleness,
and are sadly exposed to the temptations thereof. Strange therefore it would be, if in an age so distinguished for
charity as the present is, this important object of it should alone be neglected: and that while so many are wishing
for something further to be done, none should attempt it. Such an attempt is now made…’. 
Goldsmiths’ 9415.13; Higgs 1817; Kress 5747; ESTC records two copies, at Harvard and Massachusetts State;
COPAC adds copies in the National Library of Scotland, in Durham and at London University, not in the British
Library, OCLC does not give additional locations.
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70 PAPWORTH, John Buonarotti. RURAL RESIDENCES, consisting of a series of designs for
cottages, decorated cottages, small villas, and other ornamental buildings; accompanied by hints on
situation, construction, arrangement and decoration … interspersed with observations on landscape
gardening. London, R. Ackermann, 1818. £ 985

FIRST EDITION. Large 8vo, viii, 106, [4] , 27 hand-coloured aquatint plates, some minor spotting; modern marbled paper
boards, spine with label lettered in gilt, worn at extremities).

A charming work, a triumph of the picturesque imagination over mundane necessity. 
The versatile author Papworth provides a host of ornamental and picturesque designs for peasant dwellings, farm
houses, dairies, thatched and flowered cottages ornés, fishing lodges, garden seats, and verandahs. The
accompanying text explains the underlying theories, and encourages - through example and sound architectural
guidance - the liberal, moral and aesthetic transformation of a gentleman’s estate in all its aspects. 
Abbey, Life, 45; Archer 246.2; Colvin, p. 437 ; Prideaux p.347; Tooley 359.

Be ck f o r d i ana

71 [PATMORE, Peter George]. BRITISH GALLERIES OF
ART, London, Printed for G. and W.B. Whittaker, 1824.             £ 125

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. vi, [2], 295, [1] imprint; contemporary black calf
backed marbled boards, spine lettered in gilt. Inscribed ‘Miss Henriette Pope for
improvement in drawing, June 14th 1833.’

For about a year before London’s National Gallery of Art opened in 1824,
two series of articles appeared in rival publications, The London Magazine and
The New Monthly Magazine, articles which fostered public awareness and
understanding of art. These articles helped establish the new field of public
art criticism in England, and, simultaneously, explored and developed the
critical vocabulary and approach necessary to express aesthetic distinctions to
a broad audience. A good deal of preparation was indeed necessary, for the
conditions at home and abroad had left the British populace for the most
part uninformed and unappreciative of the fine arts. The authors, William
Hazlitt and Peter George Patmore, attempted to educate the English public
to appreciate the fine arts using widely accessible periodicals as their medium,
and the English love of nature and landscape as their point of reference.
Their work helped to prepare an audience and a vocabulary for such great
Victorian art critics as Ruskin and Pater.
The placeS visited by Patmore include: The National (late the Angerstein)
Gallery; Royal Gallery at Hampton Court ; The Titian Gallery at Blenheim;
Lord Egremont’s Gallery at Petworth; Royal Gallery at Windsor Castle; The
late Fonthill Gallery; Gallery at Knowle Park, the seat of the Dutchess of
Dorset; The Gallery at Dulwich College; The Marquis of Stafford’s Gallary at
Cleveland House; and Mr. Matthew’s Theatrical Gallery.
Herrmann, p. 423:
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72 [PEEPSHOW]. LE MARCHÉ AU BEURRE DE PARIS. / Der Butter Markt / The Butter-
market of Paris.. [German?] c. 1836.]. £ 1,500

Hand coloured lithograph concertina-folding peepshow with four cut-out sections. Front-face, measuring 14 x 19.6 cm, forms lid of
cardboard box containing peepshow; extending by paper bellows, left and right to approximately 66 cm, some wear to box lid with some
loss of border, but still a very appealing item. 

The peepshow shows a typical day at the Paris Butter Market
(presumably Marché au Beurre, aux Œufs, et au Fromage, St
Germain). The coloured label on front of the box consists of the titles
within three arches, a scene of the exterior of the market with vendors
and customers, and an oval peephole. 
‘Peering through the peep-hole reveals the scene within the market
building. Galignani’s New Paris Guide (1837) describes the Marché au
Beurre’ as a triangular building in the Marchés des Innocents complex
erected in 1822. It was open every day from 6 to 11 in the summer
and from 7 to 11 in the winter. Despite the title, fish are on sale, as
well as ducks and geese’ (Gestetner-Hyde Paper Peephows, p. 131).
Gestetner-Hyde 97. 

73 [PHILLIPS, Sir Richard editor]. THE VOCAL LIBRARY; being The Largest Collection of
English, Scottish, and Irish songs, ever printed in a single volume. Selected from the best authors between
the age of Shakspear [sic] Jonson, and Cowley, and that of Dibdin, Wolcot and Moore. with an Index.
London: Printed for Sir Richard Phillips and Co. Bride-Court, Bridge Street Blackfriars; By J. and C
Adlard, 28 Bartholomew Close. [1826]. £ 225

Square 12mo pp. xvi, 704 printed in double columns; wood engraved frontispiece with 4 scenes; original green calf, the spine decorated
and lettered ‘2000 Songs’ the upper cover lettered in script ‘Vocal Library.’

A comprehensive collection published and probably edited by Sir Richard Phillips (1767-1840), author and
publisher, radical with curious peculiarities, an irascible temper, and by John Wilson (Christopher North) to be ‘a
dirty little Jacobin’, with no literary ability.
Still he was successful and founded the Monthly
Review and produced several dumpy little
volumes such as the Vocal Library which gave
excellent value for money. These works heralded
the mighty popularisers later in the century, the
brothers Chambers and Charles Knight. 
Whether Phillips took any care about copyright is
doubtful and in some cases gave attributions
which were, if not accurate, helped to sell the
works. The market he Phillips was aiming for is
illustrated in the four scenes of the woodcut
frontispiece Vauxhall Gardens; a group of men
drinking around a table; and two domestic scenes
one with a flautist and cellist and a couple singing
and a lady seated with a gothic cased upright
piano behind and the last scene of four ladies,
one at her harp another at the piano and singers standing.

74 PLATZNER, A. MEUBLES MODERNES TCHÉCOSLOVAQUES - Moderne Meubels Échelle
1/10 Schaal [cover title]. Brussels, Librairie des Arts et du Batiment F. Salmain Fils, [c. 1934].. £ 800
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Folio, 24 lithographic plates, printed on high-quality paper; loosely inserted in the original publisher’s cloth backed marbled folder with
large orange title label on front cover, patterned paste-downs; lightly rubbed.

The portfolio documents Czechoslovak modernist furniture for the Belgian public. The designs are for monumental
sideboards with rounded corners, asymmetric cupboards, with the occasional neo-Baroque ornament unexpectedly
applied, also voluptuously curved fronts executed in fine veneers.
No copy in OCLC.

75 POIRET, Paul [editor]. PAN ANNUAIRE DU LUXE A PARIS AN. 1928 [cover title]. Paris, [Paul
Poiret Fondateur], 1928. £ 3,750

Large 4to, glassine printed title-page, portrait of Poiret, ‘Hommage’ leaf with added ink ms. inscription (see below), pp. [1]
introduction, 6 sectional title and 115 advertisement plates mounted on Japanese paper stubs, including many in colour, by Bofa, Dyl,
Boucher, Oberle, Foujita, Dufy, Cocteau and others; original buff coloured cloth lettered in silver and black and with corresponding
black end-papers; light wear to extremities.

Poiret’s masterful collection of more than 100 examples of advertisements for all manner of luxury goods designed
by his friends and fellow artists. 
A separate title leaf precedes each of the six sections, variously comprising: “Monsieur et Madame” (fashion and
fashion accessories), “La Maison”, “La Table”, “Fantasies” (gifts and sundries), “La Ville” (theatres and restaurants)
and “Voyages et Sports”. Artists such as Dyl, Foujita, Dufy,
Oberle, Bofa, Cocteau, Dignimont and Boucher provide
advertisements for a wide range of firms including Van Cleef &
Arpels, Judith Barbier, Mitsubishi, Maigret, Hermès, Lanvin,
Callot Soeurs, Maxims, Moulin Rouge and others. The final
paste-down bears the discrete advertisement label for Magnier
Frères who executed the binding of this work.
Paul Poiret (1879–1944), the self-styled “King of Fashion,” is
best remembered for his lavish clothing designs which saw
women throw off the heavily corseted attire of the late
nineteenth century. However, it was Poiret’s remarkable
innovations in the cut and construction of clothing that secured
his legacy. Associated with the likes of Ida Rubinstein, Isadora
Duncan, Eleanore Duse and Sarah Bernhardt, he opened several
shops in Paris. In 1909 he published a brochure illustrated by
Paul Iribe and Georges Lepape entitled Les Robes de Paul Poiret
and in 1911, a second brochure called Les Choses de Paul Poiret.
However, by the time he compiled Pan his reputation was on the
wane and he was declared bankrupt in 1929. This book
publication documents in the most splendid manner how,
particularly in France, the arts, literature, design and fashion
merged into one cultural movement. Surrealism, primitivism,
cubism, art deco, novel materials, shiny surfaces, celebrity cult,
conspicuous consumption, are all phenomena determining this
era of which Poiret’s Pan is a fine pictorial summary.
Provenance: This copy was presented to one Monsieur Rosenfeld by the perfume house of Marcel Guerlain, with
presentation inscription in lilac ink on the Hommage page.
OCLC locates copies in the Getty, in Topeka and Shawnee County Public Library, at Princeton, in the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, and in Lyon.

An attempt to contact her estranged family?

76 [POTTS, Ethelinda Margaretta]. MOONSHINE. In two volumes. Vol. I [-II]. London: Printed
for Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown. 1814. £ 950

FIRST EDITION. Two volumes bound in one, 8vo, pp. viii, 260; [ii], 232, [ii], 233-271, [1] blank, [12] index; some
occasional minor spotting, otherwise a clean copy throughout; in later green half calf over marbled boards, spine lettered in gilt, light
sunned, but still a very good copy.

Scarce first edition of this voluminous collection of epigrams and poetry by the little known Ethelinda Margaretta
Potts (1757-1836), dedicated to her “Dear Children, To Augment Your Fondness for your Brother, To You,
Behold Him Sent, By Me, Your Loving Mother”. Potts quotes writers such as Samuel Johnson, David Hume and
Alexander Pope, and includes many pieces that whilst light and simplistic, are nevertheless quite fun and perhaps
directed at her own children from whom she was estranged.
‘To one who took dropsical Medicines, For a Shortness of Breath, which prov’d to be the effect of Smoky Chimnies.
These drugs, relief shall never follow,
While Portia like, yon fire swallow;
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From this, not water comes your woe,
Boy, for the Chimney Doctor go.’ (vol. II, p. 200)
Ethelinda was born in 1757 the daughter of the famous Kent antiquary John
Thorpe (1715-1792). She and her sister lived at Bexley in Kent until her
marriage to Dr Cuthbert Potts of Pall Mall. However the marriage turned out
badly as he produced a hand bill in 1796 exclaiming ‘Fifty pounds reward!
Whereas, Ethelinda Margaretta Potts, the wife of Cuthbert Potts, of Pall-Mall,
… hath absented herself from her said husband, and cruelly abandoned her
three infant children: … .’ This spirited woman seems to have decided not to
sink without trace but appears to have contested her case vigorously although
she became estranged from her family and apparently an invalid for a while
until the death of her estranged husband in 1825. Ethelinda appears to have
been reunited with her family and grandchildren before her death at Chelsea in
1836. 
The Monthly Review was not impressed with the work but correctly conjectured
that it ‘appears to be the produce of a female hand; and, however little we may
be suspected of the grace of politeness, we are always disposed to shew all
possible courtesy and forbearance on such occasions.’ However the reviewer
was not impressed by the content and felt that the ‘work seems to be the
emptying of a Commonplace-Book, and we collect from the preface that its
contents have principally been the result of hours of sickness: but that
circumstance can form no just excuse for a publication, if bad. Parents are
frequently observed to have a peculiar attachment to such of their children as
are weakly, or imperfectly formed; and, perhaps, it it to the same inclination of
the mind that we must attribute the fondness which authors commonly feel
towards those productions, which have proceeded from their brain in the
hours of its sickness or debility …We do not pretend to have perused the
whole of these volumes; and if any man ever does, we shall ascribe to him the greatest degree of human patience
and perseverance.’
Ethelinda may of course have had two reasons for publishing her work, firstly to raise some money and secondly to
contact her estranged family. In the introductory pages addressed ‘To the Stranger’ she may be alluding to her
unfortunate situation when she mentions ‘such enemies as may condescend to peruse these pages, will be
sufficiently entertained by innumerable errors’ and ‘know that it was from the want of every other relief in a solitude
of five years, during which, my pen was often employed on the most unhappy business …’
OCLC records five copies in North America, Yale, Library of Congress, NYPL, Texas, Austin and Ontario Institute
of Technology.

77 [PURBECK, Elizabeth and Jane]. WILLIAM THORNBOROUGH, the benevolent Quixote. In
four volumes. Vol. I [-IV]. London: printed for G.G.J. and J. Robinson, 1791. £ 3,850

FIRST EDITION. Four volumes, 12mo, pp. [ii], 234; [ii], 256; [ii], 190; [ii], 218; apart from a few scattered insignificant
spots in places, a clean copy throughout; contemporary mottled half calf over marbled paper-covered boards, vellum tips, spines ruled in
gilt with red morocco labels lettered in gilt and gilt numbering pieces, extremities lightly rubbed, otherwise a handsome and appealing
copy; with the contemporary armorial bookplate of John Murray, 4th Duke of Atholl (1755-1830) on pastedown of each volume.

Rare first edition of Purbeck sisters’ second epistolary novel after Raynsford Park (1790). The eponymous hero of the
present lot has been likened to Samuel Richardson’s Sir Charles Grandison, Thornborough acting as a constant
device connecting disparate episodes. 
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‘We have found Quixotism in every passion and in every propensity of the human mind, and from many of the
delineations on this plan we have drawn much entertainment. Since the period, however, of the Spiritual Quixote
[1773], the fairest game for the arrow of the satyrist, we have despaired of reaping any great pleasure from a similar
attempt … He has acquitted himself, however, with great success. The hero is amiable and respectable, and his
foible is conducted so judiciously, that though it sometimes places him in a ridiculous light, it never renders him
mean or despicable. This is the true point in which the Quixote should be placed, and the happy mean which some
writers have not perceived, or disregarded. (Critical Review, 1791, p. 470).
The Purbecks were joint novelists publishing in London, but little biographical information relating to their lives
seems to be known. ‘Like the majority of women writers at this time their work dwells on the culture, values and
power of the gentry but they were probably of the professional middle class. There is no existing record of an
application for financial assistance to the Royal Literary Fund and, unusually, their writing does not explore issues
of wealth, despite Copeland’s assertion that ‘women of all ranks … addressed the subject of women and money in
their works’ (Copeland1995:5). It is therefore likely that the quantity of writing they produced during their thirteen-
year literary career provided sufficient income for the sisters to maintain at least a reasonable standard of living. It is
probable that they lived together for the majority of their lives and shared a joint income. Up until about 1780 the
majority of women writers were married, but by 1790 many were spinsters and, like the Purbecks, published
anonymously, a frequent but not general practice’ (Samantha Gibbs, Corvey Collection, Sheffield Hallam University
website).
Garside, Raven and Schowerling 1791:57; ESTC on-line records two copies in the UK, at the BL and Bodleian, and
four copies in North America, at Harvard, Chicago, New York Society Library and the Newberry library.

78 [RAVILIOUS, Eric] and James Maude RICHARDS. HIGH STREET. London: Country Life
Ltd., 1938. £ 1,750

8vo, pp. 100, [2], 24 colour lithographic plates and large title vignette printed in black; some intermittent foxing; rebound in Curwen
type combed paper with matching green morocco spine lettered in gilt ‘High Street’, the original printed upper and lower thin boards, with
colour lithographed design by Ravilious, bound in at the rear.

This is a good copy of a famous modernist book on old-fashioned shop fronts, illustrated by the painter, wood-
engraver, designer and innovator of the art of lithography in the 1930s. The book was originally conceived as An
Alphabet of Shops but was eventually published
by Country Life with texts by Ravilious’ friend
J. M. Richards, and printed by Oliver Simon
at the Curwen press.
Ravilious, like his contemporary Edward
Bawden, turned in the thirties to lithography
as an illustrative medium. High Street is a prime
example of his work in that medium
employing multi-colour lithographies printed
at the Curwen Press to great effect in
depicting the shops and businesses, all of
which existed really, most of them in London.
The multiplicity and variety of metropolitan
shop fronts have always attracted and inspired
artists. Ravilious had shops in his blood, as
his father run a drapers and later an antiques
shop. He searched the High Streets for the
unusual and sometimes surreal. Ravilious’
career was cut short in 1942 when, at the age
of 39, his plane was lost over Iceland. Alan
Powers in his 1989 work Shop Fronts illustrates
one plate, the London diving equipment
shop, on p. 110. 
This book is notoriously hard to find in unblemished condition, as the publisher’s pictorial boards are often fragile,
to say the least. The present copy has been rebound in a period style using a Curwen type combed pattern paper in
shades of green and light sepia set off by a dark green morocco spine. The original front and back cover designs by
Ravilious, so much an important feature of this book, are preserved in almost mint condition at the rear. Although
internally just a little foxed, this is a good solid copy of a beautifully produced book.
Horne, p. 361; Hodnett, Five Centuries of English Book Illustration, pp. 277-8.

79 [RHINE]. PANORAMA OF THE RHINE AND THE ADJACENT COUNTRY, FROM
COLOGNE TO MAYENCE Drawn from Nature by F.W. Delkeskamp. Engraved by John Clark…
London: Published by Leigh and Son, 421, Strand. 1831. £ 750

Engraved vertical panoramic strip measuring 2,640 x 238 mm (300 mm at Seven Mountains), consisting of six sheets conjoined; some
minor tears at folds; affixed to and .folding out of original cloth boards, the upper cover with large printed label, worn and rebacked;
together with accompanying 24 pp. booklet undated and bound in original wrappers, upper cover with printed label.
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A transitional copy printed in black rather than sepia.
Clark’s source for the Rhine strip-view section is ‘Panorama des Rheins von Mainz bis Cöln’ [1825?], attributed to
F.W. Dalkeskamp. A reviewer in the New Monthly Magazine, 1 Jan. 1829, wrote: ‘…This Panorama, as a guide to the
English tourist, possesses many advantages over the Frankfort edition, and will be found indispensably necessary to
every person who intends visiting the romantic and picturesque scenery of the Rhine’. Leigh originally advertised his
publication in the Gentleman’s Magazine as ‘Ready for Publication’ in Dec. 1828, p.548; and in the Literary Gazette as
‘Just published…’ on 31 Jan. 1829.
See Abbey, Life, 517 and 518.

80 RICHARDSON, Thomas. GUIDE TO LOCH LOMOND, Loch Long, Loch Fine, and
Inveraray, by T. Richardson, Geographer And Surveyor. To which is added, a succinct detail of a trip to
the Falls of Clyde, And Extensive Cotton Mills Of David Dale, Esq. With A Concise Description Of All
The Towns, Villages, Gentlemens Seats, &c. Situated Near The Roads Thereto. Embellished with maps
from actual Survey, and many elegant Engravings. Glasgow: Printed for John Murdoch, Bookseller,
Trongate. 1799. £ 300

SECOND EDITION WITH IMPROVEMENTS. 8vo, pp. [4], viii, [9]-133, [1] blank; 133-162, [2] ‘Books newly published’; 7
engraved plates and 7 engraved maps, including frontispiece; orighina publishers boards, spine with ink title, worn at extremities.

The publisher used the sheets from
the first edition and added a further
section taking the reader to the Falls
of Clyde and New Lanark. No doubt
the final leaf of text to the first
edition would have been cancelled
but hear both the cancel and
cancelland are present. 
This second edition Clyde valley
through Hamilton, famous for its
Palace, and the birthplace of a certain
bookseller, and then up to New
Lanark cotton mills which had been
founded in 1786 by David Dale.
‘Four or five hundred children are
daily engaged in the spinning of yarn.
of these some lodge with their
parents in the village; but the greater
part are indented for a certain
number of years, during which they
are maintained by the proprietor. they
occupy a house consisting of six
apartments, and in the sleeping
rooms one bed is allowed to every
three children. Every attention is paid
to the preservation of their health, by
washing and ventilating the apartments… form they sup at seven, and, from eight to nine in the evening, are
instructed in reading, writing, and arithmetic… .’
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81 [RIDING SCHOOL GAME]. DIE REITBAHN FÜR KNABEN. LE MANAGE POUR
GARÇONS Guben: F. Fechner, [c. 1850]. £ 2,250

Nine hand-coloured lithograph horses and nine interchangeable riders, heightened in gum-arabic together with three wooden mounting
blocks; contained in the original box [220 × 280 × 40 mm], the upper cover illustrating the nine riders and horses within scrolls; some
slight wear to box edges.

The idea of the toy is to match the riders to the horses, the lid of the box acting as a key to the correct association
although the fun of the game would be the mismatch of riders and horse.
The subjects are each numbered on the back and include; 1. A Hussar, 2. The Country Gentleman, 3. A Lady, 4. An
Arabian Bandit, 5. The Town Gentleman, 6. The Field Marshal, 7. The Hunter, 8 A Farmer 9. Napoleon.
Friedrich Fechner (d.1882) apparently began his career as a lithographer sometime in the 1820s. However it was in
1832 that his first known illustrated children’s book was issued, so it was only a matter of time before he also
entered the toy market. Guben being well placed for distribution his products, were sold Germany, France, Austria,
Switzerland, England and the United States. Fecher appears to have had some joint business dealings with Joseph,
Myers & Co. of London in 1861.

82 RUBENS, Alfred. ANGLO-JEWISH PORTRAITS
- A JEWISH ICONOGRAPHY. London, The Jewish
Museum, 1935 & 1954.                                                £ 950

LIMITED EDITIONS, EACH OF 500 COPIES. 4to, pp. xxiii, [1]
blank 191 [1]; 48 collotype plates; pp. xvi,160, 75 collotype plates; original
half vellum gilt, top edge gilt.

Based mainly on the his own extensive collection Rubens records
over 1,200 engraved portraits, drawings, medals, silhouettes, trade
cards and paintings. Included is an appendix and addendum to
his Anglo-Jewish Portraits of 1935 to which the present volume
forms a complimentary companion.

83 RUELLE, Joseph-Rene. TRAITÉ DES ARBITRAGES DE LA FRANCE; ouvrage necessaire
aux banquiers & negociants, tant francois qu’etrangers, dans lequel on trouve le pair ou l’egalite des
changes de la France avec toutes les places etrangeres de sa correspondance, calcule sur les prix des
changes actuels, & des instructions pour connoitre les places indirectes qu’on doit preferer pour faire des
remises & des traites avec avantages; le tout termine par plusieurs ordres en banque, & par des arbitrages
de marchandises A Lyon, chez Les Frères Perisse … L’Auteur … 1769. £ 850
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FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [xvi], 292, [2] Approbation, [1] errata, [1] blank; signed
by the author at the end of the ‘Avertissement’; apart from a few minor marks, a clean copy
throughout; handsomely bound in contemporary mottled calf, spine gilt with red morocco label
lettered in gilt; from the library of the Château de Tencin in Savoie, with their armorial
bookplate on front pastedown, library markings on verso of front free endpaper, and label at
head of spine.

Rare first edition of one of the most comprehensive and noted books on
exchange of the period. Ruelle was meticulous, yet practical in his approach,
covering all aspects of international exchange including the accounting rules.
The work proved popular with a second edition appearing in 1774 (most often
cited as it encouraged many similar works and an increased interest in the
subject) and a third in 1798. He also published a work on book-keeping L’art de
tenir les livres en parties doubles (1800). 
This copy is from the library of the Monteynard family, at the château de
Tencin. Louis Francois, marquis de Monteynard, was Secretary of State for War
under Louis XV from 1771 until 1773.
OCLC records one copy in North America, at New York Public Library; not in
Kress, Goldsmiths’ or Higgs, who all only record the second edition.

Fighting women, lice removal & child spanking

84 [SAMARITANI, G.L. da and LENGHI, Giacomo.] [NEAPOLITAN COSTUMES]. [Naples],
circa 1860. £ 1,250

8vo [180 × 120mm.], 35 hand coloured lithograph costume plate two plates slightly smaller
and mounted; contemporary roan backed decorative cloth.

Clearly pirated from some of the works issued by Samaritani & Lenghi, but
nevertheless individual, charmingly naive, colourful and containing a number
uncommon subjects. Also less scrupulous about which subjects could be depicted,
for they include, lice removal, spanking a child and women fighting, and on the
whole meant to meet the needs of a less squeamish class of cutover. 
The plates include the following subjects - Cappuccino per legna; Venditore
d’oglio; Franno ceranto di vino; Marinaio; Rissa di Donne; Rinaldo vendito redi
zeppole; Padulana; Lo scrivano; Sorbettaro; D. Antonio; Zincara; Prete; Cambia
monete; Casta storie almolo; Sorella del purgatorio; Franfelliccaro; l’Educazione;
Nutrice; Il Trovatore; Bagattelaro; Arrotino; Pidocchiosi; Fragolare; Facchino che
passalalava; Mangia maccheroni; Vendce de pizze; Venditore di polli; Venditrice di
polipi; Venditore d’acqa; Vendce Fruttidimare; Immondezzaro; Donna di S. Lucia;
Vence di tamburi; and Vence di passatempo.
Unrecorded by Colas or Lipperheid.

85 SMITH, Albert. A POTTLE OF STRAWBERRIES, to beguile a
short journey or a long half hour… with illustrations by Gilbert and
Henning. London: D. Bogue, Fleet Street. MDCCCXLVIII. [1848].    £ 225

FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. 62; numerous wood-engraved illustrations throughout the text;
full polished Spanish calf, spine lettered in gilt by Riviere; preserving original chromolithograph
upper wrapper.

The work was ‘got up’ in the style of Albert Smith’s other popular Natural Histories
that included The Gent, The Flirt, and The Ballet Girl. Smith brings his wit to bear on
the Chinese Junk, then moored in the Thames, Hampton Court Maze, Second
Class Travel, Gambling at Ascot, The New Overland Route to India and other
items topical to 1848.

The Eliza Armstrong case

86 STEAD, William Thomas. THE MAIDEN TRIBUTE TO MODERN BABYLON. (The Report
of the “Pall Mall Gazette’s” Secret Commission.) London: Printed and Published by Richard Lambert, at
the Office, 2 Northumberland-Street, in the Parish of St Martin’s-in-the-Field.
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[Bound with:] THE PALL MALL GAZZETTE, An Evening Newspaper and Review. No. 6336 - No. 6347
& 6357, July 7- July 17 and July 30, 1885. London: Printed and Published by Richard Lambert, at the
Office, 2 Northumberland-Street, in the Parish of St Martin’s-in-the-Field. 1885. £ 850

Folio pp. 16; pp. [1], 2-16 and Pall Mall Gazette each individually paginated [1] 2-16; bound together in contemporary green cloth,
upper cover lettered in gilt.

A run of the Pall Mall Gazette including the follow up on the main articles together with the specially printed ‘2d’
issue collecting the story as issued in Pall Mall 6th-8th and 10th July under the lurid title The Maiden Tribute to Modern
Babylon.
The Eliza Armstrong case caused a major scandal in Victorian Britain when it exposed how easy it was that a child
could be bought for prostitution. The uproar caused forced the government of the day to pass the Criminal Law
Amendment Act, 1885.
The eye-catching headlines and sensational prose style was in such
demand that crowds gathered in front of the Pall Mall Gazette offices
fighting tooth and nail for copies partly as a result of W.H. Smith &
Sons, the main distributor refusing to stock the publication.
The owner of this copy has marked in a few places ‘Private’ probably
to stop the more sensitive or innocent members of the family from
reading it.
The story of how Stead was involved is given below, By default he had
not asked permission of the Father! and did not have a receipt for the
purchase and was imprisoned for his good works! ‘With the help of
Josephine Butler and Bramwell Booth of the Salvation Army, Stead
got in touch with Rebecca Jarrett, a reformed prostitute and brothel-
keeper who was staying with Mrs. Butler in Winchester as an assistant.
Although Mrs. Butler had no problem with Rebecca’s meeting Stead,
she did not know Stead’s reason for doing so. Stead prevailed upon
Jarrett to help him to show that a 13-year-old girl could be bought
from her parents and transported to the Continent. Despite her
reluctance about returning to her old brothel contacts for help, Jarrett
agreed to help. Rebecca Jarrett met an old associate, a procuress called
Nancy Broughton. Through her Jarrett learned of a 13-year-old named
Eliza Armstrong, whose alcoholic mother Elizabeth was in need of
money. She arranged for Jarrett to meet Mrs. Armstrong, who lived in
the Lisson Grove area of West London, and although Rebecca told the
mother the girl was to serve as a maid to an old gentleman, she
believed Mrs. Armstrong understood that she was selling her daughter
into prostitution. The mother agreed to sell her daughter for a total of
£5. On 3 June, the bargain was made. On the same day, Jarrett then took Eliza to a midwife and abortionist named
Louise Mourez, who examined her and attested to her virginity and sold Jarrett a bottle of chloroform. Then Eliza
was taken to a brothel and lightly drugged to await the arrival of her purchaser, who was Stead. Stead, anxious to
play the part of libertine almost in full, drank a whole bottle of champagne, although he was a teetotaler. He entered
Eliza’s room and waited for her to awaken from her stupor. When she came to, Eliza screamed. Stead quickly left
the room, letting the scream imply he had “had his way” with her. Eliza was quickly handed over to Bramwell
Booth, who spirited her to France, where she was taken care of by a Salvationist family.’ [Wikipedia]

87 STIEGLITZ, Christian Ludwig. GEMÄHLDE VON GÄRTEN IM NEUEREN
GESCHMACK Mit XXVIII Kupfern, gezeichnet von siegel, gestochen von darnstedt und Schumann.
Leipzig. bey Woss und Compagnie 1798. £ 1,950

FIRST EDITION. 8vo viii, 132 and 28 engraved plates and plans, engraved by J.A.Darnstedt, Schumann and Hüllmann after
designs by Karl August Benjamin Siegel. uncut in early twentieth century half pigskin over decorative boards inscribed; spine with blake
labels lettered in gilt.

Stieglitz opens his work with an introduction pouring scorn on the formality of the French and Dutch garden
designs with their geometric shapes, methodically planted trees and monotonous hedges populated with arches,
columns and obelisks. The models which he admires, and that the garden architect and artist should follow, are
those exemplified in the German and English nations which are formed from a sense of beauty and convenience.
This finely illustrated work includes three series of plates: the first two series show an overall plan of a house and
garden, the last series of garden buildings together with ground-plans and garden furniture which include small
buildings, many in landscaped setting, follies, bridges and orangeries. Stieglitz was not averse to incorporating
Turkish, Gothic and Rustic models for his designs and although Classical taste is still the dominant, five of the
plates contain Chinese designs. 
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The work ran to two editions in German (1798 & 1804) and two in
French (1802 & 1805) all apparently using the same plates. The text of
the French edition is basically a translation of this original German
edition but with one significant change. Much of the Germany text is
given in poetry, certainly influenced by Goethe and the ‘Sturm und
Drang’ movement, rather than attempting a translation into French,
Stieglitz poetic effusions where instead simply replaced with less
imaginative prose. 
‘This art historian, critic, and theorist is perhaps best known for his
Geschicte der Baukunst der Alten (1792) and the Archaelogie der Baukunst der
Greichen und Römer (1801), both of which translated Winkelmann’s
idealized and formalist view of antiquity into contemporary neoclassical
terms. He was also an influential historian as well of Egyptian and Gothic
architecture, and produced one of the first architectural encyclopaedias
between 1792 and 1798.’ (see H.F. Mallgrave’s ‘Introdutory Essay’ for
The Mark Millard architectural Collection Vol. III - Northern European Books
NGA, Washington, 1998. 
Berlin Kat. 3364 and 3365 (French edit. and 2nd German edit of 1804
but with descriptions seemingly conflated and the erroneous dating of
1796 introduced); Ganey: Les Jardins de France. Paris: 1989. No. 151 for
French editions of 1802 & 1804 Springer: Bibliographisch overzicht van

geschriften, boeken plaatwerken op het gebied der tuinkunst.1936, p. 67 for German editions; OCLC records one copy at
Harvard with several copies in Germany Netherlands and Switzerland but none in the UK.

88 STOKES, J. THE COMPLETE CABINET MAKER, AND UPHOLSTERER’S GUIDE:
comprising, the Rudiments and Principles of Cabinet-Making and Upholstery, with familiar Instructions,
illustrated by Examples, for attaining a Proficiency in the Art of Drawing: the Process of Veneering,
Inlaying, and Buhl-Work; the Art of Dying and Staining Wood, Ivory, Bone, Tortoiseshell, &c. London,
A.K. Newman & Co., [c.1829]. £ 1,100

FIRST EDITION? Small 8vo, pp. iii-133 (lacking half-title), [11], with 16 engraved plates (2 folding, 11 hand-coloured);
original printed boards; shaken and loose, backstrip missing, reserved in calf-backed slipcase.

The rare issue with the Newman imprint. A rare pattern book of
furniture and draperies, together with useful recipes and techniques,
not only for producing furniture, but for restoring as well. The
plates, otherwise charming but mundane, are transformed by the
use of vibrant, original hand-colouring. Divided into five sections,
Stokes adds to the patterns extensive notes on veneering, staining,
lacquering, japanning and polishing together with miscellaneous
receipts : a varnish for clock faces, to preserve wood against injury
from fire, to cast ornaments or moulding to resemble wood.
Containing much of practical interest, the author would appear to
be a working cabinetmaker from his practical interest in the use of
different varnishes, polishes, notes on tools &c. 
The title-page is interesting, the text setting is, apart from
Newman’s imprint, exactly the same as the Dean and Munday issue.
Anthony King Newman, who took over the Minerva Press in 1811,
gradually changed the trading name to Newman as he diverted his
business to children’s’ books and remainders Just how this work
fits into his business plan is a mystery although the back cover does
helpfully advertises a list of his publications ‘For the amusement of
Youth’ at this time.
Berlin Katalog 1239 (Dean & Munday imprint; lacking plate 16); we
were not able to locate a single copy with our imprint via OCLC or
COPAC. The only reference to a copy with this imprint is item
2431 in the sales catalogue of the Decroix collection, which was
sold in Paris in 1843.

89 [SUDANESE RAILWAY]. THE NILE-RED SEA RAILWAY. London: McCorquodale & Co.,
Limited, Cardington Street, London, N.W. [1906]. £ 1,500

Oblong folio, [24 x 38 cm]. ff. 47, [1] imprint, folding coloured map; original red morocco, upper cover panelled in gilt with title, silk
endpapers.

The line was constructed to connect Khartoum with the sea, heretofore a rail-line had been built north from
Khartoum to Wadi Halfa on the Nile some 100 miles south of the Egyptian State Railway terminus at Aswan but
this railway did not help to open up the country to commerce or give the British security.
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Sudan had come under British control in 1898 after the Mahdist Revolt so it was thought that a link to the Red Sea
would facilitate the opening up of the country to commerce through the newly created Port Sudan and also protect
the country form any further insurgency.
The album includes photographs of ancient port of Suakin; the building of harbours, distillation plant, workshops,
railway sheds, pontoons, steam cranes, views of the unforgiving plains and hills along the route, ‘Camp of the
Advanced Party,’ ‘The First Day’s Work.’ several views of camps, working parities embankments, railheads cuttings,
station buildings, bridge erection, water tanks, engines, wagons, and all the clutter of railway construction.

90 TERENTIUS AFER, Publius. TERENTII COMOEDIAE, ad fidem optimarum editionum
expressae. Edinburgi, apud Hamilton, Balfour, et Neill, Academiae typographos. 1758. £ 750

8vo in fours, pp. ix, [iv], xii-xxv, [i] blank, 252; apart from some light
off-setting on first and last few pages from binding turn-ins a clean fresh
copy throughout; bound in contemporary red French red morocco, triple
fillet borders in gilt, spine tooled in gilt with green morocco label lettered in
gilt; a handsome and highly desirable copy.

‘This edition was purposely published for the prize offered by
the University of Edinburgh, and obtained it. It is an
immaculate edition. Unknown to the Bipont editors’ (Dibdin). 

The work was set up and corrected by Hamilton, Balfour and
Neill's star apprentice William Smellie (1740–1795) who soon
established his own press 'Despite Smellie's self-confessed
distaste for the book trade, he became Scotland's premier
printer, favoured by Charles Elliot, John Murray, William
Strahan, William Creech, Peter Hill, and Bell and Bradfute, the
chief publishers of the day. Elliot declared Smellie the country's
best Latinist, and Smellie printed the period's leading medical
authors: William Cullen, John and James Gregory, Alexander
Hamilton, Benjamin Bell, and his own distant relative, the
midwife Dr William Smellie. He alone was trusted with printing
Andrew Duncan's seminal periodical, the Medical and
Philosophical Commentaries, and Smellie's intellectual reputation
brought to his printing house works by David Hume, Adam
Smith, William Robertson, Adam Fergusson, James Beattie,
Joseph Black, James Hutton, lords Hailes, Kames, and
Monboddo, and Robert Burns.' [ODNB]. 

Understandable Smellie was also hired to compile, edit, and
write original essays for the first edition of the Encyclopaedia
Britannica (1768–71). 
Lowndes 2606, ‘The immaculate edition’; Brunet V718 opines more cautiously: ‘Edition repute, tres-correcte’. 
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91 [THOMPSON-STARRETT COMPANY] THE SKYSCRAPER; The
Organ of a Construction Company. A Semi-Occasional Periodical Published for
the Purpose of Illustrating the Work of Thompson-Starrett Company. New York
[printed at the South Publishing Press]. February, 1907.                                  £ 850

Tall folio 32 x 18cm; pp. 32 with printed text interleaved with contrasting leaves printed on buff cards
with 23 tipped in half-tone photographs Sugar paper wrappers with paste down label on upper wrapper
ribbon ties; slightly chipped at head of spine.

The Projects illustrated include the Tichenor Grand Building, James McCreery Store, New
York, United States Express Company Building etc. The company operated from 1899
until 1968, was based in New York and was a pioneering firm in skyscraper construction.
Architects noted in all cases. The introductory text provides a valuable contemporary time
shot of skyscraper construction (defined as buildings of more than twelve storeys) noting
29 were under construction in 1906.
Images show stages of construction and a finished building in each case. It is unclear if
further issues of this publication were issued.
OCLC locates one copy only at Columbia University Libraries.

Miniature book by Shakespeare's printer
92 [TREASURE OF GLADNESS] THIS BOOKE IS CALLED THE TREASURE OF
GLADNES, and seemeth by the copy, being a very little Manuel, and written in Vellum, to be made above
two hundred yeares past at the least. Whereby it appeareth how God in olde time, and not of late onely,
hath beene truely confessed and honoured. St forth and allowed by Authority. 1615. [Colophon] London:
Printed by W. Iaggard. 1615. £ 4,500

16mo in 8’s., unpaginated [pp. 124] A2-A8, B-G8, H1-H7 (lacking an initial and final blank leaf?); seventeenth century
needlework binding with lozenges of a white ground enclosing a green ‘Y’ design separated by interwoven silver thread over paste-paper?
boards; somewhat soiled and worn at extremities, with an old ink stain to the fore edge of the first few leaves; pink silk linings; preserved
in a custom made cloth box with printed label to spine.

This Elizabethan best-seller survives in only a handful of copies. NSTC enumerates twelve separate editions
between 1563 and 1601 [24190.7 -24197.5], eleven of these surviving in only one copy and one in two fragmentary
copies. No copy of the 1615 Jacobean edition was, until now, thought to have survived, although it is an ‘unknown
known’ for it was been entered into the Registers of the Company of Stationers of London on 29th October 1615
by William Jaggard together with eight other titles of which only two others seem to survive.  

‘The Treasure of Gladnesse presented what was substantially a new cursus [stated order of daily prayer] in its, for this
time, uncommon specialization in prayers of praise. And parable and scriptural episodes were drawn upon with an
eye to the controversies of the time as well as devotion. Indeed, the freedom of handling of scriptural materials led
presently to the creation of what were in essence mosaics of Scripture.’ [White]
Clearly the The Treasure of Gladness was derived from a mediaeval text, translated to English, and given a light
Protestant makeover that was acceptable to Puritan sensibilities. In this late, if not last edition, not only is a more
conventional spelling now introduced, and side notes to the scriptures dispensed with, but variants and changes,
more or less substantial, were made to the text which better reflected the course of religious enthusiasm palpitating
through the  Jacobean period. 
After 1615 works based on a religious text over two centuries old and written on vellum may have looked like
something almost tainted and too closely allied to the past to be safely printed. The Treasure, even though it had
been a valuable and constant best-seller, probably quickly fell out of favour with publishers and public alike and
accounts for the inadequate number of surviving copies.
Not in OCLC, ESTC, or NSTC; see Willoughby, E.E. A Printer of Shakespeare: The Books and Times of William Jaggard,
London, 1934. and White, Helen C. The Tudor Books of Devotion, Wisconsin Press, 1951.
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93 TRYON, John. THE OLD CLOWN’S HISTORY; IN THREE PERIODS. introducing graphic
Sketches of Show Life in its multipharious phases. On the route, under the canvas, in the hotels, and at the
roadside caravansaries, with characters of distinguished showmen. Embellished with numerous engravings.
New York: Torrey brothers, printers. 1872. £ 350

FIRST EDITION, DEDICATION COPY. 8vo, pp. 242; wood-engraved
frontispiece and 5 plates; contemporary green half morocco, spine letter in gilt, g.e. inscribed
on front free endpaper ‘Jn. Tryon To W.F. Wallett. With Authors respectful Compts.’

An unusual copy with an unusual history.
John Tryon (1800-1876) took over the running of the New York Bowery
Amphitheatre from 1843 to 1848.
A native New Yorker who began his professional life as a reporter for the
Herald, he is credited with composing the first illustrated show bill in the
United States and became a leading writer of copy for bills and other
advertising. As a circus manager, his career extended over more than twenty-
five years and was highly thought of by his colleagues and the general public
alike. 
Most of what we know of William Frederick Wallett comes from his
autobiography of 1870 in which he describes his success in America and his
work with Tryon. He billed himself as the ‘Queen’s Jester’ Maybe it was this
that suggested to Tyron the idea of dedicating to Wallett his own memoirs.
The fact that the book was ‘Found in a Railway Carriage, January 22nd 1873’
by one M.B. Rogers is odd. There is no reason to believe that Rogers
returned the book but felt instead compelled to both inscribe his find and
keep to the book! 
OCLC locates 10 copies at Birmingham, Harvard, Columbia New York
Historical Archive, Howard University, LOC, Chicago, Illinois, Texas and
Los Angeles Public Library.

Better a British Mistress than a German Princess

94 [VANE, Anne?] VANELLA: or an Elegy on the Death of Miss V------e. Writ by herself at the
Bath, some few hours before her decease. [Dublin, 1736]. £ 1,850

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 7, [1] blank; title with crude but nevertheless strikingly mourning woodcut border, and with two naive
cuts throughout, lightly dust-soiled; uncut, as issued, later stitching.

Rare first edition of this anti-German attack on Frederick Lewis, Prince of Wales (1707–1751), on casting his
mistress Anne Vane (d. 1736) aside in preference to Augusta of Saxe-Gotha, Princess of Wales (1719–1772). 
The Elegy, purportedly written by mistress Anne Vane just before her
death at Bath, is a poetic mixture of the salaciousness and xenophobia,
two subject’s popular in Grub Street and for which there was a ready
market.
The forlorn mistress travels down to Bath: ‘With streaming Eyes, and
with dejected Mein, / Vanella sought the Bath, to cure her Spleen….No
more triumphant in a blaze of Charms, / No more encircled in a P____’s
Arms:’ 
Relating how her standing was once so high in London Society… ‘Who
could be humble, when a P____e was fir’d, / When Women envy’d, and
when men admir’d? / When Prelates bow’d with such obsequious
Grinn, / I thought a P______’s Mistress could not sin:’
Here the lines become xenophobic, the writer preferring a British mistress
to the German princess, that was soon to become Frederick’s consort.
‘And can you have me for a Thing so tall? / Whither will she become your
Arms, or I? Wilt thou attempt a Woman six Foot high? / And wilt thou
Wed a Stranger to thy Sight, / Born to command Thee, almost twice thy
height!’ / Ah! quickly She will get behind the Scenes, / And plead the
Precedent of British Queens; Rule State Affairs, and learn to domineer.’
Vane herself died in Bath on 27 March 1736 and was buried at Bath
Abbey. The next month a tragedy, Vanella, was published, depicting her as
the cast-off mistress of Prince Adonis, dying from his neglect.
Unsurprisingly this was also the time when Augusta arrived in Britain and
was introduced to Frederick at Greenwich on 25 April 1736. 
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The text of the contemporary tragedy is less forthright in its criticism of Frederick, probably because it was printed
in London. However the present Elegy is more openly hostile being printed at the much safer distance of Dublin.
Anne Vane (d. 1736) became a maid of honour to Caroline, princess of Wales, in 1725; the princess and her
husband, later George II, probably made the appointment to maintain their connections with the opposition to the
Walpole administration. Gossip started to accrue around Anne Vane in autumn 1730, when her journey to Bath for
health reasons-she was spitting blood, perhaps a sign of tuberculosis-occasioned the rumour that she was pregnant.
Vane denied the accusation but she was compromised in the eyes of her fellow courtiers. Vane denied the
accusation but she was compromised in the eyes of her fellow courtiers. It was rumoured that she had wished to
marry William Stanhope, first Baron, and later first earl of, Harrington (1683?-1756), but ‘he forsook her, having
gained his ends without it’ During 1731 she became sexually involved with John Hervey, Baron Hervey of Ickworth
(1696-1743), and then with Frederick Lewis, prince of Wales (1707-1751). Hervey and Frederick had enjoyed an
intense friendship, and when it became clear that Vane was pregnant with a child that she publicly declared to be
the prince’s, Hervey wrote to her, claiming that she had turned Frederick against him. Others also were horrified by
the liaison; John Perceval, first earl of Egmont, wrote that ‘the woman will put the Prince on several things that may
hurt both him and others’ describing Vane as ‘this fat and ill-shaped dwarf’ with ‘neither sense nor wit.’
Anne gave birth a boy in 1732 and continued to have a relationship with the prince and Hervey. Theis ménage à
trois was kept up for several years. Anne was receiving £1,600 a year and was no shrinking violet, the ridicule from
the press and through pamphlets was fairly constant but in the end Frederick’s betrothal to Augusta of Saxe-Gotha
in 1735 finally put paid to his relationship with Anne. She retired to bath and died, Frederick from ‘reinventing
himself as an uxorious family man and defender of patriotic interests against a scheming court.’ Not that it stopped
him from conducting an association with Lady Archibald Hamilton, ‘who was more discreet about the nature of her
friendship with him than Vane.’ [abstracted from ODNB]

95 VARIN, Amedee. LES PAPILLONS. Metamorphoses terrestres des peuples de l’air, texte par
Eug. Nus et Antony Meray Paris: Gabriel de Gonet, 1852. £ 1,950

Two volumes, 4to, pp. [iv], 232; [4]; [iv], 258, [4]; 35 hand coloured engraved plates, some spotting as usual; tissue guards more
heavily foxed in places; contemporary red morocco backed cloth, spine in compartments, lettered and decorated in gilt, gilt edges.

The series of thirty-five engravings illustrate human figures richly costumed and anthropomorphized by the
addition of wings from particular insect species. The figure are each placed in an appropriate ‘natural’ setting, and
clearly imitate the style of Grandville. 
Amédée Varin (1818-1883) was a draughtsman, painter and engraver who had, prior to this work being published,
worked together with Jean-Ignace Grandville (1803-1847). It is probably not surprising that the baroque nature of
Varin’s illustrations reflect some considerable influence of his predecessor.
Carteret III, p. 452; OCLC: 3394750.

96 [WILDE, Oscar, Alleged Translator]. D’AUREVILLY, Jules Barbey. WHAT NEVER DIES;
A ROMANCE. … translated into English by Sebastian Melmouth (O.W.) Paris: Privately Printed [Charles
Carrington], MCMII [1902]. £ 150

LIMITED EDITION ONE OF 500 COPIES. 8vo. pp. 360; uncut in contemporary green half calf, spine with red skiver label,
lettered in gilt

Charles Carrington (1857-1921) was a publisher of erotica in late nineteenth century and early twentieth century. He
unscrupulously used Oscar Wildes pseudonym Sebastian Melmouth for this translator of d’Aurevilly Ce qui ne meurt
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pas of 1884, a curious Gothic novel, in which passionate excesses, destruction and fatality are thrown together
giving rise to characters and events which of that authors own peculiar imagination.
Carrington disavowed the translation by 1909 but clearly kept the profits from the notoriety.

By a founder member of the Royal Society

97 WILKINS, John. AN ESSAY TOWARDS A REAL CHARACTER AND A PHILOSOPHICAL
LANGUAGE, London: Printed for Sa. Gellibrand, and for John Martyn, printer to the Royal Society,
1668. £ 1,500

FIRST EDITION. Folio, pp. [20], 454, part-title (An Alphabetical Dictionary …), 3 ff. To the Reader, 75 ff., i.e. complete
with approbation leaf, errata, etc., engraved arms of the Royal Society on the title, 1 folding engraved plate of Noah’s Ark at p. 166, 1
folding engraved plate of forms at p. 188, engraved text illus. at p. 311, full-page engraved text illus. at p.376, full-page engraved text
illus. at p. 378, 2 stub-mounted folding tables between pp. 442 / 3, but lacking the large, folding table (but no evidence of it having ever
been present in this copy), contemporary calf (expertly rebacked), owner name of Martin Bowes on f.e.p.,

First edition of the first full exposition of universal language in English, and containing sections on the origin of
languages and letters, the theory of grammar and phonetics and their relation to universal language, and the
proposed alphabet for Wilkins’s devised universal language. Perhaps most importantly, this work (the first draft of
which was destroyed in the Great Fire of 1666) is an attempt to systematize knowledge so that it can be made
readily accessible, or computed. With so much knowledge available in print, more than any man could read in a
lifetime at this date, the problem that Wilkins was addressing was how such knowledge could be acccessed; as such
this had important implications for philosophy, secret cyphers, the organisation of libraries (viz Leibniz’s book-
engines, etc). 
Wilkins (1614-1672), a proficient mathematician and astronomer, was a founder member of what was to become
the Royal Society, of which he was the first secretary. As warden of Wadham College, Oxford, he was well
aquainted with Boyle, Wren and Evelyn. Wilkins’s interest in universal language is traceable to 1641 when he
published the anonymous ‘Mercury, or the Secret and Swift Messenger’, “the first rudimentary attempt at
constructing a framework for a universal language and alphabet, though it had obvious connections with the
development in England of both short- hand and cypher,” (see Alston VIII, 277). His Essay, though, is considered
his most important work, in which he was assisted by John Ray, Francis Willoughby, and others. Wilkins’s Essay “is
the largest and most complete work in a long tradition of speculation and effort to create an artificial language that
would, in a contemporary phrase, “repair the ruins of Babel”. In his own time Wilkins’ stature and influence were
very considerable.; Lowndes, p. 2922: “A masterpiece of invention . The index, which is also in its kind a
masterpiece, is by Dr. Wm. Lloyd.” 
Wilkins’ efforts, and the machinations of the times, were recently brilliantly fictionalised in “Quicksilver,” by Neal
Stephenson.
Provenance: Broke Hall, Suffolk. An excellent, clean copy.
Wing W-2196; Alston VII, 290 (noting that all copies do not wholly or in part contain the plates and tables).
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98 WILSON, George Washington. PHOTOGRAPHS OF
ENGLISH AND SCOTTISH SCENERY … TROSSACHS AND
LOCH KATRINE. 12 views. London: Published by A. Marion, Son, &
Co., 22 and 23, Soho Square. 1868.                                                 £ 450

4to, pp. 16; twelve mounted albumen photographs; each plate accompanied by descriptive
letterpress; some minor chipping to pages edges, otherwise clean throughout and photo’s in good
original state; original green cloth, upper cover panelled in blind and lettered in gilt, expertly
recased with the original spine laid down, some minor surface wear, but nevertheless, still a
nice copy.

A fine publication of Wilson’s views of the Trossachs and Loch Katrine
including photographs of the Trossachs Hotel, The Pass of Beal-ach-nam-bo
and Ellen’s Isle, Loch Katrine, made famous by Sir Walter Scott as the chief
seat of action in the Lady of the Lake.
George Washington Wilson (1823-93), born in the North East of Scotland,
went to Edinburgh and then London in the 1840s to train as a portrait
miniaturist. He became established in Aberdeen in the 1850s as an ‘artist and
photographer’, and quickly made a name for himself among the middle classes
and landed gentry. He soon moved into landscape photography and, thanks to the proximity of Balmoral,
developed a royal connection which remained throughout his career.
With his photographer’s tent, his glass plates and chemicals and Dallmeyer camera, he made numerous forays into
the scenic heart of the Scottish highlands and islands, as well as many other sites on the UK mainland (as far south
as the English Channel) and even parts of Northern Ireland.
Throughout, Wilson demonstrated technical and commercial acumen, and, by the early 1880s the company he
founded had become the largest and best known photographic and printing firm in the world. 
According to Gernsheim this is the second edition, the first appearing in 1866.
Gernsheim 308.

99 WOLLSTONECRAFT, Mary. [ALDIS, Sir Charles: supposed author.] A DEFENCE OF
THE CHARACTER AND CONDUCT OF THE LATE MARY WOLLSTONECRAFT GODWIN,
founded on principles of nature and reason, and applied to the peculiar circumstances of her case; in a
series of letters to a lady. [Oxford: printed] London: printed for James Wallis, by Slatter and Munday,
Oxford, 1803. £ 2,250

FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. viii, 160; without the final advertisement leaf;
title lightly dust-soiled, otherwise clean and fresh throughout; small stamp of the
Selbourne Library at foot of p. 51; handsomely rebound in mottled calf by Riviere,
spine tooled in gilt with red morocco label lettered in gilt, yellow edges. 

Uncommon first edition of this series of nine letters, the first dated
April 12th, 1802, candidly defining and defending the life and conduct
of Mary Wollstonecraft in philosophical terms at a time when both she
and William Godwin were almost universally the object of vicious anti-
Jacobin attacks.
The attribution to Sir Charles Aldis (1776–1863), surgeon, arises from a
copy of the book in the British Library with manuscript annotations by
Aldis. Margaret Kirkham was of the firm belief that her publisher,
Joseph Johnson, was the writer, and that his friend Anna Laetitia
Barbauld, who wrote in defence of Mary Wollstonecraft even though
not wholly in agreement with her principles, was the lady to whom the
letters were addressed. In Kirkham’s view, the writer was someone who
clearly knew her well, but there is no evidence of any particular
connection between Aldis and Wollstonecraft. (Margaret Kirkham, Jane
Austen, feminism and fiction, Harvester Press, 1983.) The book has
also been attributed to Mary Hays, a close friend who tended Mary
Wollstonecraft on her deathbed, and was author of a long and admiring
obituary of her. 
In defence of her moral character, the writer particularly mentions her
romantic attachment to the married Henry Fuseli, saying how, once she
had analysed her feelings, “she determined to make a sacrifice of her
private desires upon the altar of virtue, and in order to snap the tie that
seemed likely to occasion uneasiness either to herself or her friends, she prudently resolved to retire into another
country, far remote from the object who had unintentionally excited the tender passion in her breast.”
OCLC records only the British Library copy.
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100 [WOLLSTONECRAFT]. NECKER, Jacques. OF THE
IMPORTANCE OF RELIGIOUS OPINIONS. Translated from the
French … London, printed for J. Johnson, No. 72, St. Paul’s Church-yard,
1788.                                                                                               £ 1,850

FIRST ENGLISH EDITION. 8vo, pp. [viii], xx, 458, [2]; apart from rubbing to
corner of title, a clean copy throughout; in recent calf backed marbled boards, spine ruled in gilt
with red morocco label lettered in gilt.

First edition of Mary Wollstonecraft’s translation of Necker’s De l’importance des
opinions religieuses. 
The publisher Johnson had, a year previously, published Mary Wollstonecraft’s
first book Thoughts on education, and after she had spent an unhappy year as a
governess, offered her a position translating works from the French. She
continued in this occupation to a greater or lesser degree for some five years.
Necker’s De l’importance, published in the same year must have been one of her
first assignments and she states that she has taken some liberties in the
translation to preserve the spirit of the original.
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